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ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY EVENING, MAY 7. 1907.
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On February 17 Moyer, Haywood
Hoise. May 7. As a precaution
given
preaching will be and Pettibone, on Information
street speaking orduring
were secretly arrestthe trial or by McParland,
stopped dn Boise
leaders ed in Denver and brought to Boise
President Haywood end other Miners,
on a special train.
of
of the Western Federation
About the middle of February Or
which will begin on Thursday. speech chard
began to confess to McParland
that freedom of
It Is feared might
for most of a week
lead to local agi- and kept it up acting
in the streets
for the "Inner
He said that,
tation and possHbly disorder.
circle" of the Western Federation of
While everything is quiet here now,
men, and
thirty
Miners,
killed
he had
every precaution is being taken to
especially that he was to be paid $3,800 for the
prevent possible trouble,
He directly
of Steuenberg.
that which might be started Uy some killing
implicated the federation officials.
crank.
Arrested.
Steve
any
The latter is more feared than genSteve Adams was arrested Febru--
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InsaneCarpenterShootsThem Body Was Then Riddled With

Butte, May 7. A special train left
o'clock this mornDeer Lodge at
ing for the scene of the North Coast
hold-uwith twenty
Limited train
deputies and a number of blood
hounds from the state penitentiary
was
aboard. The scene of the hold-u- p
reached at 9 o clock and the hounds
took the trail Immediately.
took place Just before
The hold-u- p
daybreak. How many men took part
In it could not be learneu ana mougn
It is not positively known, it is
supposed
thought that the hold-up- s
a through safe
that the train carried
Securrency
from
considerable
and
attle, Portland and Spokane to eastern points.
Is fifteen
The scene of the hold-u- p
miles east of this place at Welch'
Spur, and in some of the wildest
MKF7T- P.ocKy mountains.
ING HKLD AT 1'OIIT WORTH. country In the
Engineer Killed.
Fort Worth, Tex., May 7. The
began shooting ImThe hold-up- s
sharpest looking lot of visitors that
ever came to town are today In the mediately after the train came to a
delegates to the annual convention stop at the spur and the engineer
of the City Marshals and Chiefs of was killed and the fireman wounded
Police association of Texas, which In the arm.
Passengers were awakened by the
will stay In the city for three days.
The wives and friends of the offi shooting and many stole into the
cers are also here In large numbers. woods carrying their clothing with
The association Is at present In a them. For some reason not account
flourishing condition, new member ed for the robbers failed to rob, but
from all over the state Joining the left the train standing on tne iracK
ranks. The Plnkerton Bros., of Chimade off in the darkness.
cago and New York, are both ac- and
Official Announcement.
tive members of the association, and
St. Paul, May 7. General Manager
are here to make addresses upon the Horn,
of the Northern Pacific railproper method of catching criminals.
gave out the following stateProminent speakers, apart from the road,
are here, and will be ment on the attempt made to rob the
Plnkertons,
heard on the different aspects of the North Coast limited near Butte early
problems presented to the members today:
"No. 22, eastbound North Coast
Every marshal
of the- - profession.
and chief of police in the state Is limited, in charge of Engineer Frank
Clew and Conductor Culver, was held
here.
up on the east side of Butte mountain about sixteen miles east of Butte,
Montana, by two or more men, who
STEAMER GROUNDED
shot and killed the engineer and shot
j
the fireman through the arm.
"They did some more shooting but
AT C0R0HAD0
Sheriff
became alarmed and left.
Webb, of Billings, was on the train
upon
of
once
the
trail
at
and
started
7.
May
Cal.,
The
San Dieo,
hold-upBloodhounds from the
steamer Maori King ran ashore oft the
Deer Lodge penitentiary have been
the coast of Coronado this morning, put on the trail also and we expect
but was floated early and is now com- to get the men.
ing Into the harbor. She was bound
"The robbers did not get any
from Shanghai to Santa Rosalia, with money.
a large number of Chinese aboard.
While this road has had several
holdups In that vicinity in the past
ten years, we have captured the robTHREE MEN KILLED
bers In every instance and they are
all doing time in the penitentiary. In
all that time our money loss has not
IN B. S 0. WRECK exceeded $3,000."

Denver. May 7. Through the Instrumentality of officials from the department of Justice here, certain persons In this state and farther east
have surrendered to Assistant United
Attorney
Burch
States
General
patents for and have deeded 'back to
government
voluntarily between
the
1,000 and 2,000 acres of valuable coal
lands in Routt county. Colorado, for
had been
which nearly S 100,000
offered them.
The probable value of
property,
Is
two or three
however,
the
times that amount.
Government officials here take this
as an Indication of a great awakening of public conscience in respect to
lands which have been acquired ir
regularly In the west.
THIEF-CATCHIN-

p,

G

PlSS6rt0er Dashes Around
concerted or suddenly aroused
Bullets-Fami- ly
eral movement.
SevereHe made a
as They Come From
the penitentiary.
Sharp Curve Into Freight
Judge Wood has given no intima- to
1903
federation
confession
in
that
the
may
be
decision
tion as to what his
ly Whipped.
Their Rooms.
Standing on Track.
in the bill of particulars asked for by
the defense and argued yesterday.
Should this motion be granted there
will undoubtedly be considerable
TERRIBLE VENCENCE FOR
GIRL OF 17 ONLY
TRAVELERS HAVE
in the case.
Judge Wood will not announce his
MURDER OF FARMER
ONE TO ESCAPE
NARROW ESCAPE
decision until tomorrow.
All the attorneys in the case are
burning midnight oil in prepatAtlon
Dearing, Ga., May 7. Charles HarPercy 111.. May 7. The fast pas
of their cases, and every step will be
.
ris, the negro farm hand, who yessenger train on the Mobile and Ohio
fought on both sides doggedly and
San Francisco. Cal., May
carefully.
Walter Chlely Davis, a carpenroad, bound to Florida, collided wun
terday shot and seriously wounded
ter, residing on Pierce street,
a freight train here last night.
Pearson, a prominent farmIlayden
early
this
suddenly
Insane
passengers
were
injured.
Eight
WHAT IJJAD VP TO
er, was lynched here last night by a
six persons
killed
morning
and
seriously.
none
THK ASSASSINATION.
mob of forty unmasked men.
b,' shooting them with a double
The freight was standing on the
passenger
Former Governor Frank Steunen-berg- 's
The dead are
His body was riddled with bullets
came
track, when the
barreled shot-guBUSH,
a
laborer.
assassination and the arrest of
as
It hung In the air. The mob then
ORF.SON
it.
curve and dashed Into
a
around
and
Moyer, Haywood and Pettibone were
HUSH
visited the negro's home and severely
MFIS. ORKSOM
The engine of the passenger train
whipped the members of his family
YOUNQ HON.
features of a war that has been
was demolished, and the first paswaged by the miners and mine ownsenger coach was broken In two and
and ordered them to leave the counW. S. HKAUD, laborer.
try.
WINTOX,
mechanic.
ers since 1892.
piled
Into
were
M.
K.
cars
a dozen freight
Pearson was remonstrating with
The scene of the struggle in Idaho
MRS. LILLIAN D. CHOTH- a heap.
the negro about poor work being done
has ibeen in the Coeur d'Alene mounERH.
The escape or passengers is consia- on
his farm, when Harris fired severtains, in the northern part of the
4
ered remarkable.
al shots Into his body, A posse was
state. From 1892 to 1S, when' the
organized
and captured me negro.
miners were in control, It is said,
All were living with the Rush famn
The prisoner was started toward
many
men were run out of
BE
MAY
GOVERNOR
boardprivate
a
conducted
ily,
who
Thomson, but was lynched in a
the country. Since 1899, when the
ing house.
swamp on the way. No arrests have
mine owners gained the ascendancy,
Gov. Steueiiberg.
Former
6
about
Davis aroused the house
been made.
there has been an organized effort toof
names
the
shouting
the
by
INTO
FORCED
ROW o'clock
mahe me country unueuraoie xur un- had commissioned him to throw
as
them
it,
shot
and
living
In
people
ion men it is me Doast oi me mine ,!reck flre lnt a traill Ioadod wlth
thev came from their rooms.
owners that a man cannot get work
men. He failed, he said,
liy 6:30 o'clock he had killed the EMBEZZLING BANKER
except, liiiuusu iwo employment uu- - because the train traveled over an
nupim.ic"
or
iArt;iri:Hs
entire family except a girl of 17. He
tiik
reaus mainiaineu oy inem.
i ne sys-- 1 other route.
Adams told other
raised his gun and was about to shoot
BY
IX
CONVENTION
Sl'MT
GETS SIX YEARS
tern or inspection is pinkerton-llke- .
gun
things that the detectives are keeping
her when without lowering the you.
Men have been killed on both sides. secret. No fol maI charge has been
MISS A DIN A 1E
he said: "I guess I won't kill
miners ouserve a iurmai
ZAVALA.
placed
You look like my sister."
.iiib
.... r nl.maannual
. . , against him.
.1 , . . ,
t .1 ! ! t i . , . I , Tl-- ' ..c..
nun-ucj,
uic,
iiaDeas corpus proceedings were
The shots and cries of the victims
Rirmlngham, Ala., May 7. The
era on me graves oi tneir aeaa.
begun bv the attnrnevs for Mover
as one bv one they were killed soon Jury In the case of Alex. R. Chlsholm,
While Steunenberg was governor in Haywood and Pettibone
of
A
7.
war
May
to
Texas,
UUsn
Austin,
the
the
attracted a large crowd
the former paying teller,
who U
1S9
miners to the number of 1,000 ground
their clients had been women over the hallowed relics of, home, but no effort was made to en- - charged with having embezzled $100,-on- o
CONFEDERATE VETERANS
blew up a big mill at the Bunker Hill brought that
illegally from Colorado. The the Alamo has been in lull Diast nere ter tne house until after tne arrival oi
from the First National bank of
CONGREGATE AT COLUMBIA.
and Sullivan mine and killed two state courts decided against them and for a week. As a result the Daugh the police. Davis was reloading nis Birmingham,
brought
In a verdict of ACCIDENT I Sl'PIOsED TO HAVE
Columbia. S. C. May 7. The conme soteiiiur cauuu in uie they appealed to the United
ters of the Republic of Texas, which gun when the police finally broke guilty today and tlxed punishment at
TO CONFUSION
DUE
BEEN
federate reunion gathered in this city
federal troops. The latter establish- - supreme court '
is the most aristocratic organization into the house and overpowered him. six years in the federal penitentiary
ORDERS.
today for a three day's stay. Genfd the stockade, held 600 miners
police succeeded In get- at Atlanta.
th
Half
of
in the south, is split.
the
When
eral "Curwlle. commanding the Soutu
w lthout right of trial, and rode rough- members will not even ppeak to the ting Davis to the detention hospital
Carolina division of the X. G. V. Is
hod over the country.
Congress in- KANSAS CORN FROZEN
7.
Governor Tom Camp- he was placed in a stralghtjacket and POWER COMPANY HEARTrain
other half.
Wheeling , May
In command.
There Is a general
vestigated, but upheld the military.
bell has been appealed to, as there put In a cell. He seemed to have no
No. 7 on the Baltimore and Ohio
turnout of the veterans and their
ING COMES VP TODAY.
Because he had called in the fed- appears no hope of reconciling the realization of what he had done and
westbound, collided with a fast
families, and they are receiving the
Albany, N. Y., May 7. Another
eral troops the feeling against Steun- freight, eastbound. at Resby's 4 most generous hospitality
waning factions, and the special ses merely said he had been much wor- hearing
at the
AND REPORTED ROTTING sion of the legislature
enberg was intensely bitter. Threats
is under way today in this
may be asked ried.
eighteen miles east of
Rock,
hands of the Columbia citizens.
gas
city
were made, but he was not molested.
state
woman,
before
commission
the
to take charge of the Alamo.
here this morning.
Mrs. Bush, the murdered
the application of the Niagara
Steunenberg retired from office six
J. L. Painter, an express mes- REICHSTAG ACTS
When the daughters met in conven received last Sunday the following on
years ago. Since then there has been
gave her a premonition Falls Power company for consent to
senger,
ON MODUS VIVENDI
temperature
Saturday
and C. G. Warner, a bag- note,
which
tion
here
last
MUCH
6
IS
per
IMT)
WIIKAT
AND
C,
cent
debentures,
issue
series
Itl
iiuiet dn the Coeur d'Alenes, the mine
gagemaster, were killed and the
was at fever heat.
Kvery daughter of the tragedy:
$5,000,-00aggregate
In
0
the
amount
of
owners with their private detectives
AND Vi:G STATION IN IN.
passenger
train,
engineer on the
had a different plan, and was deter"You have killed my sons and
against a similar amount of debeing in complete control. A friend
of
C. R. Riley, was fatally injured.
1HNA HAS SUFIT'RED.
mined to force her plan through. The nephews, but you have not all me
4
Berlin. May 7. The reichstag
Niagara
bentures
of
Canadian
the
of the governor's, however, is authora
passengers
escaped
to
expected
kill
with
You
yet.
The
was
by
split
precipitated
Miss Adlna them
4 today passed the first reading of
Power company, and also to acquire
ity for the statement that he always
up.
shaking
severe
Perhaps 111 kill myself."
fac- tonight.
de
Zavala,
of
one
commercial Modus Vivendi
leader
of
the
4
the
594 shares of the stock of the Tona-wand- a
7. The tions,
McPherson, Kan.. May
felt that his life was in danger.
The accident is supposed toHe
who left the meeting and ef4 between the United States and
Power company. The Niagara
a
misunderto
made it a rule before taking a seat to thermometer In McPherson Friday fected a new
due
have been
Germany, and referred
the
organization.
Before
Falls Power company is in the marlook about him, and he never told nignt registered 2a degrees and every she left there waj a. irreat confimlnn NEW
standing of train orders.
CITY HALL
4 agreement to a committee.
ket to buy all the power companies
'
even his best friends of his move- thing was frozen. The foliage on all in the original meeting,
two women
that It can lind.
shrubbery Is completely frosted and attempting to preside
ments.
at once.
Steunenberg's home was at Cald- it Is thought the leaves on trees will
CHICAGO
J
EOR
rouble
Hey.
a
Over
Starts
well, Canyon county, in the south- drop off. Many farmers say a great
two years ago, mainly1
About
western part of the state.
He en- deal of the wheat is ruined, especially through
efforts of Miss Clara
gaged in sheep raising and other en- that which Is Joined or headed out. Drlscoll, the
the property comprising the
is frozen to the ground and that
MlXKl-Iterprises
after leaving office and Corn
grounds,
Alamo
and
in the center of UNLIKE THE
which had not come up yet Is report'
amassed about $30,000.
HUILD1NGS, IT IS T HAVE
the city of Han Antonio, was preserv- ed to be rotting.
LIGHT
The Assassination.
ed to the state and by the legislature
PLENTY OF SPACE,
The assassination occurred in the
MJ
turned over to the Daughters of the
PLEASING,
evening of December 30, of 1905. A T1IHK.E ARE KILLED
Republic
of Texas. It had been
ON SUGAR CREEK
TOO.
bomb had been planted at the gate
previously in charge of the city of1
leading to the Steunenberg home. It
San Antonio.
was contrived so as to be exploded by
Chicago, May 7. A new city hall U
7.
Ky..
May
Mlddlebnro.
In
opening
WIOYER-HAYWO- OD
the
of the gate.
to be built In this city at a cost of
a pitched battle on Sugar Island
When the late governor sought to
ARE RUNNING
CARS
drawn,
already
plans,
000,000.
The
$3,
creek early today, as a result of
enter there was a terrific explosion.
widely different
are for a structurearrangement
an old feud John Howard and
His body was blown fifteen feet.
from
both in design and
were
Green
Martin
killed.
His right side was fearfully manbuild-- j
municipal
IN
of
type
SAN
common
FRANCISCO the
Kleanor Howard was fatally shot
gled, his right arm and both legs were
- of Hie WM.
,
The trlul of W. D. Haywood, who. with Uiat. II. Moyer ami Geo. A. IVUibone. ull official.
.
and Jim and George Green are
llts. new building is
broken, and death came in a few
Bt Rol
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minutes.
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by
the
aiK u
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In every line of construction and
Mv
Part of the fence was blown down
San Francisco, May 7. Assistant tial
news oor- ngni,
to
ami
paid
writer
to
be
by Jacob Wuldeck and John .ein., nriiuani
is
a
jidition
arranged
Huerlal
service
luw
for
attention
and the windows of the house wer?
Secretary Statler, of President Cal- ventllatlon and space for the various
respondent h, and C. N. Ijuidon, graphic illuMmtor of newt events.
shattered. The trees were peppered
houn's office, has Just been Inconfer-enr- e municipal ollices. Like tnose in moat
with bits of metal.
with
of
Police Dinan and
the old city hall Is a massive.
ARE as a result Chief
Governor Gooding, with a party of FOUR COMPANIES
Dinan has sent orders to cities
Kloomv looking structure, built with
prominent citizens, traveled from this
have a detail of twenty-fiv- e
otilcers an idea of furnishing an Imposing ap
city to Caldwell in a special train.
iron, each police district
to
keej
the outside.
They found that Sheriff Nichols had
-tne peace at the Lntted Railroads ,lf.arance,hafroln
.s.1 f:,'..
..
..i,i ...! rltv hall and for
w
INDICTED
EOR
placed a cordon of deputies around
mimic
inaaequaie.
Deen
vears
has
tile town.
The first car started at 10:50 from Jh nf.w uuUjng is not to be lacking
X
A
On the next day Capt. U. S. Swain,
I
ut. the Mll;'rt1l'llrl;,,1
architectural design and exterior
of the Thiel detective agency, who
auu
iu
hoc
antreis.
large
iiau
ruiuinic
Cor
as
a
ornamentation,
such
REBATING
gone far before a crowd began to
lias for years had charge of detective
collonadc with carved pillars;
work for the Coeur d'Alene mine
throw bricks and the car was return - inthian
abou't Illtlety fet.t in height, it is to be
owners, arrived and took charge.
eel to the she
like an oiuce ouuouis in oron January 1, lHuti, a man who
.n rt t. It' iiden t Itihl.s of thA T'nlle.l more
combining dignity air
" ar,a'Rf,
had said he was Thomas llouan. of
Railroads, declared that all efforts to beauty
.New
York. M iv 7. Th,- - f.It-ra- l
olfice rooms ln
Denver, was charged with the crime, cr.md jury, which h:n been investi- - start cars had not been abandoned the interior. practical
!
v
The building is to be
.
r..pioi es Were louiid m his room
today ln- - and they would be running bef )
rebate ca.es
a duplic ate of the county building in
aml in his trunk at the depot.
Ho dieted the Hock Island. Chicago, Mil night.
Chicago.
had spent sev eral . eeks in Bois,. and waukee anil St Paul, the New York
The work of tearing down tlie old1.
n
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and West Transit Ill (K KH( PRIM R
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hall Is to begin about June
citv
I
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'1 he
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to make the Btart. Two plans
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democratic primary 1s on today, and which
a
for tile const ruction of the budding
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Die i an.lulutes are full
Henry Orchard ArivoUtl.
One is that
com-- i have been suggested.
,,tie
city
campaign
lie
detnoei
.
n January
the sheriff of Teller Di:
ti:
will
ery work proceed by piecemeal, finishing
nultee nave the politicians a
ARRIVE liiRI. TOMORROW short
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time
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Colo., during the. atrik'i
John e. m in- -.
Special to The Fvei.iiig I'n'zen.
to, pay the
This Is The ing that the firm receive its pay in a
:n.re. when thirteen men were killed.1
best
Mr. Xevins is famous i. a war coL.i.uloll is ore of tin7.
M
c
Fe,
eiriist
Delegate to
primary ever filled sir.ee the cet tain number of years.
Santa
James McParland. head of the Pin-- .
rrespondenta writer v iio .,es to tlie known of American newspaper and
f, i, press W. li. Andrews will go
The new city hall is to be a duplipresent city charter.
building
Helton agency at Denver, who lias
Ho lias picvery tiring line when :t Is necessary magazine illustrators.
to Albuquerque' tomorrow,
arcate to the new county
J t Oil W ALDI .Ck.
oie the wink of the Colorado mine:
riving there at il u o'clork In
Mr. WalUeck is a newspapei cor- to get the matter for an interesting tured many stirring news events anj
which is now being finished in H"',
ADMINISPASS
IRIH
'A nets, came into the case.
A committee of city respondent
in court scenes,
the inornii a aboard the Santa
of national reputation. A story. He reported th... w..r in Cuba is especially ctroti carry
COUNOL HILL same squaie.
the human
The detectives announced that they
Hi pictures alwas
I'e Dyer. Delegate Andrews has
London May 7. An Irish council olhchils recently Inspected the county year ago he pent a month In Idaho ami went through General Shorter'
snappy
they
and swiftly
had evidence that L. J Simpkins, a
ate
building and decided that it would hoi investigating
entire campaign before Santiago. In interest
been Hill!-- ' Ihi.-- here since his
the Hay
bill, the object of winch is to "proh
point
carry
he wishes
to
was
severely
be
one
the
of
eje
new
building
battles
of the
affair, und his Impartial,
a
arrival und expects to spend seviJoiuiiHiit member of the Westura
vide for the establishment and the bad .....,
tasle to elect
drawings
It leel
the to emphasize. Landou's
"Vderat.oii of Miners, had been Been
oi
r. deslun alolilf- - thoroughly complete statement of the wounded. Nevins also 1.reportedIs very
eral weeks in Albuquerque after
functions of an administrative counof Tlie
will be a leading feature
ith Orchard In Caldnell. A heavy
ami
which be will probably take a
cil at Dublin." was introduced in the si.ie
The new city hu.ll is to connect case was published in this newspaper. anthracite strike in 130 pertaining
In this
public
to
to
thi
Citizen servi.e
reward is ottered for Simpkln, but!
short vacation
house nf commons this afterr.on by with the county bulldliwr. making, in Mr. Waldeck also reported the last familiar with mitt.fr
(irgaritjti
trial.
ibor.
i
revolution,
he has not been found.
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r
fact, a $10,000,000 structure.
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MONEY to LOAN

perfect. Adtracts; titles mut
dress Box. 282. N. Yakima, Wash

A.
ington, 1'.
wanting stylish
WANTED Ladies
millinery and dressmaking, call on
North SecondMiss Crime, 512
Also apprenstreet, Prices low.
'Phone 941.
ttres wanted.
secondGentleman- WANTED
hand clothing. No. Bit South First
adBend
street, south of viaduct.
dress and will call. R. J. Sweeney,
proprietor,
WAXTED A good hustler in every
filtown to sell our perfect water
ters, retailing from 11.50 to $8.00;
100 per cent profit to agents; exSeneca Filter
clusive territory.
,
Co.,

SenH-fl-

LOANS.

PROPERTY

Pianos, Organs
Furniture,
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels
also on SALARIES AND WAR!
HOUSE RECEIPTS, as low aa til
and as high as 1200. Loans ar
quickly made and strictly
prlvats
Time: One month to one year given
Ooods remain in your possession
Our rates are reasonable. Call and
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from
parts of the world.
Rooms t and 4, Grant Bldg.
116 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
On

Wck

WAXfTsDPositton as jod compositor in good office. Firstgiveclass man.
of

best
Don't drink and can
Would
references. Man of family.contract.
prefer to work under
City,
Write L. W. Gray, Morgan
La. State salary when writing.
FOR KENT.
house furFOK KENT Four room yard,
water
nished, close in, large
Apply Rankin &
rent paid, 1. Armijo
building.
Co., Room 10.
FOR RENT Newly furnished out-Birooms, modern bath, ha.f
"The
olock from Railroad avenue. Second
North
114
Granada,"

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

LAWYERS.

Soaps, Nail
Ruth Brushes,
Scissors,
Brushes. Manicure
Corn lllos,
Corn Plasters,
Sluunpoo Creams Hair Tonics,
Talcum Powder, Toilet Waters
Etc, F.tr.

M. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
N. W., Washington, D. C.

II

Governor Butchel States the Attitude
of People of His State Toward
Moyer and Haywood-N- o
Vindictive Feeling.
Methodist Kplscopal church here Sun-dasaid:
"We have no vindictive feeling in
Colorado concerning Moyer and Haywood. We want them to have a perfectly fair trial, with the best defense
possible.
If they are found guilty of
the murder of Gov. Steunenberg we
want them punished adequately; if
they are found to be not guilty, we
want .them to be set free.
"I think this is a fair statement of
the attitude of the vast majority of
the people of Colorado concerning
Moyer and Haywood.
I think It Is
also a fact today that the vast majority of the people of Colorado count
these men to be undesirable citizen.
I coincide In every detail with the
opinion of President Roosevelt In this
regard. It is generally believed that
they have been at the bottom of an
Immense amount of mischief In times,
now, happily ended. In Colorado. We
peace.
Our
now have Industrial
mining camps are all prosperous, our
contented,
happy
are
all
and
miners
with all the work they can do ,at
high wages. The reason we are coming on so well In Colorado is generally admitted to be because Moyer
and Haywood and the W. F. M. have
been absolutely eliminated for all
time from the labor problem .there.
y,

Let us Supply You

o
The HIGHLAND
PHARMACY

F.BL

Pensions
land patents,
copyrights,
caveats
letter patents, trade marks, claims
K. W. D. Bryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquerque, N. M. Office, First Nations
Bank building.
xtret.
house,
Four-roo- m
E. W. Dobson.
brick
FOR KENT
Apply
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Office
close in, large yard. 115.
Armijo
Cromwell block, Albuquerque, N. If
Rankin & Co., room 10,
'
"'
building.
DENTISTS.
FOR RENT Pleasant, center; rates
rooms, near business
DR.
J. E. KRAFT,
Sixth and
Corner
TeasonabVe.
Dental Surgeon.
rear
Apply
at
Railroad.
Rooms 1 and t, Baxnett building
new housekeep-In- g over
FOR RENT Two all
O'Rielly's drug store. Phont
rooms, well furnished, includ- No. 744.
Appointments made by malt.
ing electric lights, water and bath;
61
Edmund
J. Alger, D. D. S.
south and east front 114.00. GoiAgricultural Land Grab Graft
E. P.
No. 80S Railroad avenue.
Offlc
West Railroad avenue.
hours,
a. m., to 12:30 p. m.;
den.
Will Not Go Any
airy, welMut-nishe- d p. m. to 6 p. m. Both phones. Ap
FOR RENT Light, rooming
or lignt polntmenta made by mall.
rooms for
More.
All rooms open
housekeeping.
W. M. SHERIDAN. M. D.
Price, $1 per
Deposits of alum that present many
Ing on the outside.
Minneapolis House, Homeopathic Physician and Sorgeoa
week and up.
unique
characteristics occupy a small
Devore,
A. T.
Building. Tele
occidental
Washington, D. C, May . There arid region in Grant county, Xew
624 South Second.
uie
phone (86. Albuquerque, N. M.
will be no more grabbing of valuable Mexico, on both sides of the Gila
Proprietor.
coal lands that are part of the pub River. These deposits which have
DR. R. L. HUST.
FOR SALfc.
lic domain by syndicates If Secretary been studied and described by Mr. C.
LE
Office,
N. T. Armijo Bldg.
FOR-SAOn account of ill health
Garfield can prevent such frauds. W. Hayes of the United States GeoloTuberculosis
cleaning
and
treated
with
Hlab since he tooK charge or tne inter- gical Survey, lie about twenty-seve- n
Brown's
Frequency Electrical
Mr. Garfield has miles due north of Silver City and
Current
works must be sold at once.
and ior department.
109 and 111 West Sliver iwnut.
Germicide. Treatments given each thoroughly investigated the system are at present accessible from that
type
c.r,T) on io uurtv will sacrifice
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained under which syndicates have robbed point by a wagon road which reaches
Address nurse in attendance.
government of coal areas worth the Gila River at Lyons Hot Springs
-- ,,it,rnnd as new.
Both phones the
office.
Cltlxen
millions. He finally decided that If about
Typewriter, care
six miles above and thence folDRS.
BRONSON
&
RON
SON,
B
government was to be protected lows the
the
Bros.
VRne
fhlckerlng
x
river down to the mouth of
In the methods of
changes
radical
upstairs
Apply
cheap.
Homeopaths.
niano.
public lands must be Alum Creek.
disposing
of
. very
furniture store
irntroile's
Over Van's Drug Store. 'Phone
The alum deposits occupy a nearly
adopted.
and 7:30
Office and residence, 28.
evenings, between
the general
Accordingly he directed that new circular depression belowplateau.
The
DR. J. N. WARNER. V. 8.
FOR SALE Underwooa
regulations for the Bale of such lands level of the volcanic
Internanew
depression
cheap;
topographic
new,
your
rocks
of
this
When
good as
vnn
were
are
animals
sick
regulations
prepared.
be
These
tional Encyclopaedia, new. cheap, need a good veterinary surgeon. Cal. made public at the Interior depart- are andesitic volcanic breccias. They
W E. Milliken. Library building. - up ine oia rename. Phone No. 642.
ment today. Under the old Bystem are the alum rock. The main mass
for a fivewr cit ESirnitlirA
the syndicates secured coal lands of of this alum rock occupies a
UNDERTAKER.
Call
new.
area, lying for the mot part
Practically
great value by entering them as agri'room hoW.
Seventh
South
312
south of Gila River and west or Alum
ml.n,lnn at
Auto, phone 816.
Colo., Red 111 cultural and grazing lands.
Creek. About the margins of this
street
Officials Innocent In Some
A. BORDERS.
'
many instances the local land main mass are smaller areas occuIn
the "Variety'
FOR SALE At home-bakeCommercial
Club
building.
Black office officials Innocently permitted pied by the alum rock, the largest
bread,
d
very ' best of
or White hearse, (.
baked
doughnuts,
them to take these lands througn being north of the liver. Several
nkn.
. ,,,n ini)v. etc.: all home
Ignorance of their value. This was small areas are found In the upper
ARCHITECTS
found to be true In some of the land basin of Alum Creek. The relations
Also staple groceries, dry
made.
frauds developed In Utah, Colorado of the alum rock to the adjacent ba
F. W. Spencer. Rooms
Bar-net- t
goods and notions. 608 soutn Arno
7
Indicate clearly that the rock has
building, Albuquerque, N. U and Wyoming.new regulations the land salt
Phone 710.
through the basalt In the
broken
Under
the
phones.
Both
Sum Niinde.
office officials will be furnished with form of igneous nitrusion, probaly
experience
maps prepared by the geological sur with Intense explosive violence. In
Any mother who has had
NOTARY PUBLIC.
will be
every case where the contact was well
vey showing lands known to He withwith this distressing ailment may
be
cure
a
that
pleased to know
out ascertained coal areas and open exposed It was either vertical or at a
Tbos. K. D. Maddlson.
high angle and the alum rock congeneral
entry
laws,
to
under
the
land
affected by applying Chamberlain's
Office
W. B. Childers,
111 and lands known to contain coal detained fragments of the basalt.
Salve as soon as the child Is done West Goldwith
avenue.
cloth
posits, with the prices at which the
nursing. Wipe it oft with a soft
The most striking peculiarity of
nurse.
to
to
babe
be sold.
before allowing the
HAIR DRESSER A XI) CliLHOPO different tracts are
the alum rock Is Its extreme alter
salve
this
system
be
use
will
nurses
this
Under
there
Many trained
Careful search failed to reDIST.
no question as to the class to which ation.
Hh the best results. For sale by
at any point within the Alum
public lands belong, and no oppor- veal
all druggkrts.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors. No tunity for syndicates to secure coal Creek basin a trace of the unaltered
for determination of Its origi209 West Railroad avenue. Is pre- lands as
lands at low breccia
Where exposed to
nal character.
pared to give thorough scalp treat- prices.
TERRITORIAL CAPITAL
leaching as In the upper parts of pinThere is To He a Limit.
ment, do hair dressing, treat corns
and cliffs the rock is always
The new regulations also contain a nacles
porous, giving a hollow sound under
bunions and Ingrowing nails. Sh provision
is
which
believed
it
under
OFFICIAL MATTERS gives massage treatment and mani- the syndicates will not be able 10 the hammer. It Is evident that concuring. Mrs. Bambini's own pre para obtain coal lands in excess of the siderable part of Its substance has
been removed In solution.
tlon of complexion cream builds up amount a single person or corporaTwo forms of Incrustations having
tion is permitted to accmire under
S. Lund
YM MISSION IN fcKS- - the ekin and improves the complexentirely different chemical composiion,, and Is guaranteed not to be In- the law.
KION MECTlXti OF PENITENSecretary Garfield regards the pro- tion are common in association with
jurious. She also prepares a hail
MATIARY XMMISNION
In public the alum rock wherever the conditonic that cures and prevents dan tection of the government
LAWI A MARTINEZ APland
transactions the most Important tions are favorable for their accumudruff and hair falling out; restor
POINTED OFFICIAL
matter before him. He will do his lation. Upon the sides of the cliffs
TRANSLATOR.
lire to dead hair; removes mole utmost to prevent land
simiare extensive deposits of material evwarts and superfluous hair. Also i lar to those disclosed in frauds
adminidently leached out of the adjacent
the
Santa Ke. N. M., May 7. The face powder, a freckle cure and plru istration of Secretary Hitchcock, In rock and deposited from solution.
United Slates land commission met pie cure and pile cure. All of thes which the government was robbed of These Incrustations vary In thickness
yesterdiiy afternoon in regular month preparations
from a few Inches to three or four
are purely vegetable an 'enormous amount of money.
ly session at the executive ottlce. compounds. Have just added a vi
feet. The outer surface ha.s a fluted
appearance resembling some stalac-titi- c
There were present Acting Governor brator machine for treatment
Pay
Alimony,
Don't
oi to be divorced
united scalp, face
J. W. Kaynolds,
your
appendix.
cave deposits. It is generally
from
cure
and
It
of
wrinkles.
O.
States Surveyor General Morgan
There will be no occasion for it if yellowl.-- h wlUte In color and Is fairly
Is
also
used
Llew-ellyfor
paln
rheumatism,
Com
you keep your bowels regular with hard with a porous cellular structure.
and Territorial Land
missioner Robert P. Ervien, as secre ana massage.
Dr. King's New Life Pills. Their ac- Within this outer crust the material
o
tary.
The attorney general of the
tion Is so gentle that the appendix Is much softer and often occurs as a
NOTICE
FOR PTT.LICATIOX.
member
territory is also an
has no cause to make the least com- perfectly white powder. This incrusAttorney
as
of the commislon. but
plaint.
by all druggists. tation consists of the hydrate sulDepartment of the Interior. Land 25c Try Guaranteed
General W. C. P.eld is in Hoswell.
phate of aluminum known a alun- them.
where he in attending to legal busi- Office at Santa Fe, X. M., March 26
ness, that official was not represent- 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that George
ede.
liwutlne business was trans
Klrochima. of Laguna. N. M., has
acted.
Meeting of IViiiiemiary Commission. filed notice of his intention to make
proof in support of hi?
The penitentiary commission will final five-yemeet at the territorial penitentiary ciaim, viz.:
Homestead entry No
organisation,
Wednesday
8843. made September 12, 1902, for
on
next for
me
awarding
.nw
next
of
contracts
for
the
i.i
ht SW M NW U and
the
tix months and to attend to routine lW u SW
section 18, township
The members are: Charles 7 N, range 4 W. and that said proof
business.
Entirely different
Sulwill be made before Sllvestre Mlra- F. Easley. of Santa Fe; Joseph F.
xer, of Albuquerque; Thomas V. Hay Rafael, X. M., on May 6. 1907.
from
all others. Emward, of Las Vegas; John K. De Mier
He names the following witnesses
of Alamogordo, and Price Walters, of to prove his continuous residence
new ideas,
bodies
upon, and cultivation of. the land.
Artec.
(
Maluqiiia
Ollitial
Marline
viz:
new
Hon.
harles Carr. Ixirenzo Romero,
Juan Palle, Jose M. Caco, all of La
translator.
managed.
Hon. Malaquias Martinez, of Taos, guna, X. M.
who has been appointed as official
MANUEL R. OTERO.
fuel exReduces
1
translator of the commission for the
in
laws,
arrived
has
revision of the
My Iteit lieml.
pense. Ready for
the city, subject to the call of the sec
Alexander Ronton who lives m
retary of the commission. Attorney Rural Route 1, Fort Edward. X. V.
moment 6
business
Benjamin M. Head, his services being says: "Dr. King's New Discovery i
cf lighting. For
needed in the examination and com- my best earthly friend. It cured ;ni
parisons now being made by Mr. of asthma six years ago. It has al.;j
your summer cookRead of all the laws Introduced and performed
wonderful cure of in
passed in the Spanish language. Mr. cipient consumption
my son's
ing get a
for
Martinez has selected. with Mr. wife. The first bottle ended the terRead,
s
approval.
Miss
Donittlla
Read
rible cough, and this accomplished,
of this city, as assistant translator. the other symptoms left one by one,
Miss Bead is the daughter of Larkln until she was perfectly well. Ir.
G. Read ami Theodorlta Martinez de King's New Discovery power over
She is well coughs and colds is simply marvelHead, both now dead.
educated and speaks, reads and writes ous." No other remedy has tver
She is equalled it. Fully tiuara'iteod by ail
both English and Spanish.
Cook-Stov- e
also a good typewritist and has had druggists. Duo ai:d 1 0 0 . Trial bothaving
been tle free.
experience in oltice work,
employed for some time in the law
Ita heat Is highly tonetntrateJ, Does Dot overheat the kitchen.
office of her uncle, who is the secreOil always at a maintained level. Three sizes. Fully warranted.
tary of ttie law revision commission.
It not at your dealer's, write our nearest egeocy for descriptive
Miss Head entered upon the discharge
of her duties yesterday and Is encircular.
gaged in the work above alluded to
In the office of Territorial Secretary J.
W. Reynolds.
("all at our store, please, for a free
wimple of Dr. Shoop's "Health Cof"
round household use. Mads
your
fee." If real coffee disturbs
of brass throughout and beautifully nickeled. Perstomach, your heart or kidneys, then
To all points Railroad Tickets
try this Clever Coffee imitation. While
fectly constructed ; absolutely ssie ; unexcelled in
bought and sold. Moure's Ticket
Dr. Shoop has very closely matched
g
power; an ornament to any room.
avenue.
113
Ttallroad
West
in
Coffee
Office,
flavor
old Java and Mocha
lamp warranted. If not at your dealer's,
Every
sina
even
not
yet
he
has
and t.iste.
write to our nearest agency.
gle grain of real coffee in It. Dr.
Only tncnier cf American TicShoop's Health Coffee Imitation la
AlbuAS!
In
Astvciatlon
ket
CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
or
grains
pure
toasted
made from
CoritKpoiiiltncs
querque, X. M.
cereals with malt, nuts, etc. You will
tlacorporatcd
solicited.
surely like Health Cofee. Sold by C.

MOVE

COAL

10 STOP
LAND

STEALS

"In view of these facts, it Is perfectly natural that sensible and honest miners should be glad to be out
from under the bitter slavery and
plotting venality .to which they were
subjected, as members of the W. F.

tt""

M."
Gov. Buchtel also ridiculed the labor movement In New Zealand, stat-

ing that the per capita debt there Is
1325, while that of Colorado is only
$6, and that government ownership
under bad labor leaders in Xew Zealand is responsible for this deplorable
per capita debt, which Is a sure criterion of the failure of government
ownership.
He also said the appeal to President
Roosevelt to serve another term ought
to be made on the ground of his duty
as a patriot.
"It is the right of the people to
make a demand for service on any
citizen In the republic. The fact that
he stated that he would not be a candidate again is not a relevant matter
when the people are making a demand on his time to serve the nation
as patriot.
"It 1s perfectly true that Secretary
aft would make a great president,
but we are now In such an important
epoch In the life of the nation that
President Roosevelt ought to stay In
office in response to the demand of
the people of all political parties."

-
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t A Wonderful Oil Stow

principles.
Easily
at

NEW PERFECTION
Wick Blue Flame Oil

Reduced

R, R.

Rates

nR&yb Lamp sy-- j

Hgbt-glTln-
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X.
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Sx, to Thmw a "Spit

hite

Hall." .'

,u

'

freak break. Tho
is the spit ball.
It Is an uncertain are used as In throwing the other
proposition at oest. it titiHnoltl.l.. curves.
foolfl the hntteru hut It la 4,, at
The
is used bv gome
I'kely to fool you. An added objec Pitchers"spltter"
by simply
the ball
tion nas Deen found to it this year In and using the same wetting
grasp
for an
me mini
me neiaers mat its use Incurve, outcurve or drop. as The
efmakes accurate thrnwlnir nlmnt im fect Is usually to make the curve
-

possible for them.
The illustration shows how Pitcher Ed Walsh. of the White Sox.
throws a. sntr hull TII arm im ilcawn
back, ready to start the ball. The
Is first moistened freelv on one
ball
i (1
...1
.....
......V, Ddllvn
in.--. uiuinLriiru
.....I,,,, Tht.
1'U.l
Is allowed to roll ofT 4ha
.
flncro,.
The ball not only gets away with
greater velocity, but It will have a
1 1

A

L

1

greater.
But at times the ball will
take an entirely different curve
from
what they expect.
The spit ball Is one which every
beginner must practice until he learns
Just what his own Individual motions
are going to cause the ball to do.
Even then he is going to be astonished frequently by the queer cour
the ball will take.

EXTENSIVE DEPOSITS OE ALUM

P""?

1

in7.

vr,

Fl 1UND IN GRANT COUNTY

t

may

THE FAMOUS "SPIT BALL" AND
HOW ED WALSH PITCHES IT

WANTS A FAIR

San Diego, Cal., May 7. Governor
Muchtel, who dedicated
the First

Occidental Life Bonding, Cor.
Railroad Ave. and Broadway.

Irs

n i:my.

TRIALJFJFJERAINISTS

Toilet Accessories
WA.NTU.I

EVENING CITIZEN.

r

of"

Soort

The white powdery' material
very pure and has practically the

ogen.
Is

composition of alunogen
Theoretical
while .the outer crust contains a slight

amount of Impurities and less than
the theoretical amount of water.
The second form of Incrustation is
most abundant on the walls of the
tunnels which have driven Into the
alum rock. It consists of halotrichlte,
a silky fibrous mineral closely resem
bling asbestos In appearance.
It has
a very pale greenish color and a
strongly astringent taste. The outer
exposed surface of the Incrustation
has generally lost Its fibrous struc
ture, becoming compact and assuming a. yellowish color. Although the
Incrustation may be several Inches
thick, the Individual fibers are rarely
more than a third or a half of an
Inch In length, the crust being made
up of successive layers of short cryS'
tals. Kach layer probuhly represents
the growth of a single season during
which the supply of water was relatively abundant. The layers of crj's
tals are sometimes separated by a
very thin film of rock which has
been split off by the growth of a sub
sequent layer of crystals.
The alunogen of the first Incrusta
tion is the sulphate of alumina and is
free from Iron except as a minor lm
purity, the halotrichlte of the second
is the double sulphate of alumina and
iron.
The value of the deposits will de
pend on the utilization of the soluble
sulphates which they, contain. The
present
surface accumulations
of
alunogen, while probably amounting
to many hundreds or more probably
thousands of tons, represent but an
Insignificant quantity compared with
the sulphates still In the rock
Wherever observed the rock Is highly porous, and the extent of its porosity represents the amount of ma
terial removed. In the higher and
more exposed ledges the rock
thoroughly leached and will yield
nothing more. At lower levels the
rocks still contains a part of Its sol
uable constituents which are coming
to the surface by the capillary cir
dilation of surface waters.
Success in the developement of this
deposit will largely depend upon the
skill with which the problem is han
died. That there exists here an almost unlimited supply of aluminum
sulphate appears, however, certain,
and In view of the rapidly growing
demand for this substance In the arts,
and In sanitary engineering, and a
source of the metal, aluminum, there
Is little question that the supply will
in time be fully utilized. The essen
tials for such utilization appear to be
transportation facilities and chemical
engineering skill.
Sprains Quickly cur.'.l.
Pathe the parts freely with Chain
berlain's Pain Balm and gw- - 'hem
absolute rest, anl a nui' k tire is icr
tain. For sale by all druggist.

BASE BALL

DAN GALLEGOS

WIIKIIE THEY PLAY TODAY.
National League.
Brooklyn at Xew York.
Philadelphia at Boston.
American
Detroit at Kt. Louis.
Cleveland at Chicago.
Boston at Washington.
Xew York at Philadelphia.
HOW THEY STANIL
National League.
Won. Lost.
3
Xew York
15
3
Chicago
15

Pittsburg

Philadelphia
Boston
Cincinnati
St. Louis
Brooklyn

6
9

7
3
1

10
16
14

.833
.833
.643
.600
.437
.412
.15S
.067

American League.
Won.
Lost.

Chicago
Xew York
Philadelphia
Detroit
Cleveland
Boston
Washington
St. Louis

13
11
10

.684
.647
.588
.523
.500
.444
.312
.278

6
7
8
9

9
9

10
11
13

S

5
5

WcMci--

Pet.

6

1eugiie.
Lost.

Pet.

Won.
Des Moines

11
10

Omaha
Denver

6

.53S

6
9

7

Sioux City

.733
.625

4

7

.437
.375
.286

'i
Lincoln
4
Pueblo
YESTEItPAY'S (j AM ES.
National
k
Xew
At Xew York:
lyn game postponed: rain.
o
Pittsburg-ChicagPittsburg:
At
krame uostnoned: rain.
At
Boston:
game postponed; rain.
American Ijeugtie.
H. H. E.
At Chicago
2
9
5
Chicago
1
7
3
Cleveland
Sullivan;
and
Butteries Smith
IJcbhardt. Berger and Clark.
St. Louis-Detro- it
At St. Louis:
game potmed; wet grounds.
Washington-Bo- s
At Washington:
to came, postponed: rain.
Philadelphia- Philadelphia:
At
Xew York game postponed; rain.
ID
10

There are over 40.000 nutomohil-- s
registered In the state of Xew York.
The Cubs stole just twice as many
bases as their opponents in April.

York-Broo-

Boston-Philadelph-

MEN AT

111
El Paso. May 7. Morgan's
Paso team Journeyed to Demlng Sunday and were taken Into camp by the
Windmill town to the tune of 9 to i!.
Oallegos, the big native who formerly
pitched for Albuquerque, was on the
filing line for El Paso and struck out
twenty-on- e
men, but he had no support and to get on a base was to
score.
The game was close up to the end
of the sixth, the score being 1 and 1.
In the Inning following Oallegos
struck out all three men. but Walker,
who was catching, dropped the third
strike each time and missed .the throw
to first, so that every one of them
was safe.
From that time on things
went to the bad rapidly, and the Xew
Mexico boys finished up away to the
good.
Xordhaus pitched for the
Demlng boys and was very effective.
The players who represented El
Paso were Dickinson. (Jallegos, Walker, Coval, Godfrey, Hull, Kelly,
Spencer and Murdock.
SPOUTING NOTES.
Terry McGovern Is conslderi.--g
playing base ball.

Pet.

r,

9
9
7

OUT 21

STRUCK

furnishing
Joe Kelly Is certainly
League,
goods for Toronto Eastern
fans.

ia

The hoys of St. Michael's collcg--- ,
Santa Fe. gave W. II. Kerr's Santa Fe
The
team a drubbing on Sunday.
score was 9 to 8.
Seattle high school base ball tear.l
is figuring on coming to the Jamestown exposition and pay expenses by
playing exhibition games.

fr

That western college twirler
whom President Murpny of the Cubs,
man, of Kansas City university,
is angling. Is said to be H. G. Kauf-

Western

Goteh, champion wrestler of
R. H. f theFrank
country, says he Is willing to tight
1
6
2
Omaha
or Squires. His six
O'Brien
Burns,
0 2 0 feet and two hundred pounds might
Lincoln
o
Batteries Thompson and Gonding; make him a formidable opponent.
Jones and Zinran.
It. II. E.
At .Sioux City
PRESIDENT FAVORS
Hanlon has a habit of coaching the
2
9
4
Sioux City
Beds from the bench without getting
0
9
13
a uniform. He has been warntd
lies Moines
game into
Denver-Puebl- o
At Denver:
that It may cost him a forfe...- - game
TAFTSK0MINATION postponed;
wet grounds.
some of these days.
'
American Asclatiii.
The St. Louis American team lo..ks-At Kansas City: Kansas
like a second-fiddl- e
Cleveland an,,r
OHIO KEPI 111. If
CONCHES. ville
game postponed; rain.
on if,
the number of
from
L;
HON L CNIHITE TELLS OP
Minneapolis,
At Minneapolis:
land the Boston team in tie X.nio
IVTEItVIEW Willi PKEsl-JEXToledo, ft.
looks like an
team.
Milwaukee, 6; In- At Milwaukee:
HKISE El.T.
dianapolls, 1.
over 6.000 ball toss. is- are '
under contract at salaries ranj;" ;
Cleveland, Ohio. May 7.- A. J. Mi!-iefrom $ln to 11.(10(1 per month in
of Belle foiituine, republican conthirtv-elgh- l
leagues in organised t
gressional candidate In the Kighth
ball.
district, said that President lloose-vetold him at the while house on
Cold feet seem to be epidemic 'n
Monday, April L'U, that Secretary
f
England.
Xow
conies Hugh L.
War T.i ft should lie nominated for
STOMACH
Doherty, amateur lawn tennis champresident.
pion, who says he won't play on the
"1 assured tile president." said Mr.
Knglisli team this year.
Miller.
that Tail's strength in Ohio
was growing and explained to him
Billy Pake continues his k:n
:t
lh.it the primary hill soon would beis J.
out career. His latest
come a law. thus enabling the pronv Carroll, i f Brooklyn, who w it
pose. test of strength between 'i'af:
?.t
ro Ull'l
to sleep in the fourth
Peoria, 111.
ami Kor.tker forces.
To this the
president replied that Secretary Taft
should be nominated, and added tint
Here's what a Boston n po iter
he was the best equipped man
of a ball game in the Huh i i:v: ' It
otlii-eplayed, ml ia i i
was perfunctorily
because of Tuft's knowledge of the present condition of naunexpectedly lively outburst
I
I
My."
iona
that
make oll
lon't
He saiil further that
tional affairs.
like saving "fudge?"
the secretary was a man to whom has
been Intrusted some of the most deliIII Detroit 111,
a!: i c'.c r.ni.
cate affairs of the present adminisThe Bitters, being comill do when r.c
log.
on w hat l.ajoie
tration.
accordin
strictly
pounded
X.i
is
because
the
Cleveland
tired
exposi"While at the Jamestown
fail to win the pennant. That's ala ,.t
tion 1 was much impressed by interance with the Pure Drug
Larry will
the biggest joke
views I had with many of tho most
;,
drawing his fancy salary for years if
requirements, is the ideal
prominent politicians of the southern
th,manages
come,
he
;y
whether
states. With one accord they said
for any man or
medicine
or not.
that 'President ltoosevell is a demwoman troubled with Sick
ocratic republican and good enough
A Narrow
f.,r us. nod if he Is not noioinjited
Headache,
G. W. Cloyd, a merchant, of p:.i ...
we Would like to see Big Bill Taft!
Mo., had a narrow escape four ytt. 5
chosen.'
Heartburn, Poor Appeago when lie ran a jimson bar n to
Indigeshis thumb. He says: "The doi '.i r
tite, Dyspepsia,
Fur stomach troubles, biliousness
wanted to amputate it but I wou.d
and constipation try Chamberlain's
Mation, Insomnia, or
not consent. I bought a box of Buck-ltn- s
Stomach and Liver Tablets. Many
Arnica Salve and that cured the
Try a bottle.
remarkable cures have been effected
Fever.
larial
dangerous wound." 25c at all drut
J by them.
Price. 25 cents. Sample
glbts.
J.MM.iiifJwmiwi imiianew
irc?4 l fir sttie ny an ur'eisi.
At Omaha
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Money Is Easier and Bonds Are In Bet
ter Demand-Baron- s
Slightly Shocked
by 526,000,000 Issue of Atchison-Systea Bad One.

n.

I

"

r
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New York, May
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4. Convalescence
progressing, and In both the money
and security markets the undertone
In monetary
shows Improvement.
affairs the change for the better Is
world-wid- e
and Is not confined to
New York. In consequence we have
not only had easier rates for money
the last few weeks, but bonds have
been more active and In better dewere
mand, although
transactions
still much less than a year ago. The
6
per
announcement of a (26.000.000
cent Atchison bond issue was some
what of a surprise nnd must exert a
depressing effect. Not
temporarily
only was the rate of Interest so high
as to materially affect conditions In
the bond market, but the fact that
the road had recently Increased its
dividend from 5 to 6 per cent brought
on the management more or less
trttlcism.
Hereafter im Increase In
the dividend rate by any railroad will
be ant to be regarded as a forerunner
loan.
of a bond issue or a short-terThe Atchison, however. Is not the
only road which has adopted
the
questionable policy of Increasing its
coming
into the
dividends and then
market for new capital. At best such
h policy ts undesirable: for some of
which railroads
the Improvements
have undertaken could have been
gradually provided for out of large
net earnings, and thus kept down
capital and obligations which have
been enormously expanded during the
last few years. Apart from this fea
ture the market shows an improving
tone. Confidence is unmistakably
gradually returning,
and gradually
also, but surely, the money markets
of the world are righting themselves.
Inordinate speculation In Europe and
America has been substantlaly checked: and the excessive demands for
new capital, which were chiefly re
sponsible for exhausting our mone
tary supplies, have abated because of
the universal restrain placed upon
such demands by bankers at home
and abroad. This conservative policy
by banking interests has
probably
saved us from a dangerous reaction.
and It should be ndhered to unfalteringly until our finances. Industries
and commerce have been once more
placed upon a sound basis. It is not
too much to say that we approach
the second half of the calendar year
we
In a much safer condition than
did the first half. There Is far less
distrust now than at the close of
1906. Then the 'high level of security
prices and the scarcity and extreme
rates for money Induced general apprehension that a financial upheaval
proswas
in
sore
some
of
pect. There was also much uneasiness concerning the political outlook and the universal social discontent. In all three of these directions
there Is a distinct change for the better. The March collapse distinctly
atmosphere;
cleared the financial
while recent efforts toward reform
.
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AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVENING CITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
CIRCULATION COUNTS.
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After 80 Summers of Love And She's Not After the Money
Elther-Co- w
Making St. Louis Couple
Was All
Will Marry In August.
She Wanted.

II

UD.

May 7. Announcement
St. Loui,
wax made toilaj' that on August 26
next John 11. liundren. who on April
1 was 101 years old. will be united In
marriage to Miss linse Mctiulre, who
Is almost 100 years of age. The wedding will take pluce mi Mr. Hunbren's

estate near Tatesvllle, Tenn. He has
been visiting relatives In St. Louis for
several weeks and lias Just returned
to Tennessee. Hundren und Miss
were sweethearts in Tennessee
In her youth.
Her parents, of English descent, would not consent to
marriage,
and finally returned
their
to England, taking
their daughter
with them. Uundren went to
and acquired considerable
wealth.
He never married.
From
California he returned to Tennessee
and bought his birthplace near Tates-villHe decided to hold a reunion
of old friends on his estate this year
and sent out numerous invitations.
Not long ago he received a letter
from Miss McGulre. Correspondence
followed and he renewed his offer of
marriage
and was accepted. The
date for the wedding and the reunion
of friends has been set for April 26,
on the bride's birth'lay anniversary,
when she will be 100 years old.
Hundren has long, white hair and
a (lowing white beard. In June he
will go to Preston, Lancashire, England, to scort his Intended bride t)
liU Tennessee estate. John B. Hundren. of St. Louis, a namesake, will
be best man.
Let me mail you free, to prove
merit, samples of my Dr. Snoop's
Restorative, and my Hook on either
dyepepsla, the heart, or the kidneys.
Address me, Dr. Shoop, Kacine, Wis.
Troubles of the stomach, heart or kidneys, are merely symptoms of a deeper aliment. Don't make the common
error of treating symptoms only.
.Symptom treatment
treating the result of your ailment, and not the
cause. Weak stomach
nerves the
inside nerves means stomach weakness always. And the heart and kidneys as well have their controlling or
Inside nerves. Weaken these nerves
and you inevitably have weak vital
organs. Here U where Dr. Snoop's
Hfstoratlon has made its fame. No
other remedy even claims to treat the
"inside nerves." Also for bloating,
biliousness, bad breath or complexion,
use Dr. Shoop's Kestoratlve.
Write
for my free book now Dr. Phoop's
'..
ii itlve sold by all dealer.
The ei, mi, -- or for the Kastern railroad of New Mexico, at Mountain. iir
.lie making extensive plans for the
yards and locating site for new depot.
Work Um)ii same will begin at once
Thi ballasting camp on.sli.ting of iuO
pel sons, is located here at present.
Mc-Gul- re

The OF
Vvlue
Personal Knowledge

Cai-forn-

e.

Personal knowledfre Is the winning (actor in the culminatinB contests of
this competitive age and when of ample character it places its fortunate
possessor in the front ranks of

The Well Informed of the World.
vast fund of personal knowledge is really essential to the achievement of ths
highest excellence in any field of human effort.

A

A Knowledge of Forms, Knowledge of Functions and Knowledge of Products are all of the utmost value and in questions of life and health
when a true and wholesome remedy is desired it should be remembered that Syrup
of Figs and Elixir of Senna, manufactured by the California Fig Syrup Co., is an
ethical product which has met with the approval of the most eminent physicians and
gives universal satisfaction, because it is a remedy of

Known Quality, Known Excellence and Known Component

Parts

and has won the valuable patronage of millions of the Well Informed of the
world, who know of their own personal knowledge and from actual use that it is the first
ana oesi 01 Family laxatives, ror wriicn no extravagant or unreasonable c! aims are made.
This valuable remedy has been long and favorably known
under the name of
Syrup of Figs
and has attained to world- wiae acceptance as the most excellent tamily laxative. As its pure
laxative principles, obtained from Senna, are well known to physicians
and the Well Intormed ot the world to be the best we have
adopted the more elaborate name of Syrup of Figs and
Elixir of Senna
as more fully descriptive of the remedy.
but doubtless it will always be called for by the shorter
Syrup of Figs
name of
and to get its beneficial
effects, always note, when purchasing the full
name of the Company
California Fig Syrup
printed on the front of every Datkage.
Co.
whether you call for
Syrup of Figs
or by the full name -- Syrup of
rigs and Elixir of Senna.
-
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Found what?

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.,

londoVelanD

la

NEW YORK. NY
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I'ouiui It ut I .a- -t
Why that Chamber-Iain'- s
eczema and all
.Salve cures
manner of Itching of the skin. I
have been afflicted for many years
with skin disease. I had to get up
three, or four times every night and
wash with cold water to allay the
terrible Itching, but since using this
salve In December. 1U05, the itching
has stopped and has not troubled me.
Elder John T. Ongley, Rootvltle,
Pa. For aW by all druggists.

Columbus, Ind., May 7. The wed
ding of John (Julnu, aged eighty-fivand Lucinda Lawrence, aged twenty
years, of liawcreek Township, liar
tholomew county, which was an
nouueed to take place two weeks
ago, but was postponed owing to the
Illness of the aged bridegroom, has
been performed by the Hev. Komlg,
of Hope Moravian church,
at the
home of the bride.
The bridegroom was too feeble to
come here for the license and a
friend procured
it for him. The
couple will reside In a house at Harts- vllle, which the bridegroom gave the
bliuv In consideration of her becom
lug his wife.
The bride has had an unusual mat
rlmonial career, huving been mar
lied live times. She was Induced to
marry her third husband by his deed
to her a Jersey cow and $100. Af'
ter the death of that husband hei
attornel informed her that the mar
riage contract involving the cow and
the cash did not bar her from other
of her husband's property, but she
refused to accept any of tne estate,
On the deuth of her fourth husband
within four days after the wedding
ceremony, she refused to accept any
of his estate, saying that she had not
lived long enough with him. The
estate, which was a large one, was
distributed among other heirs.
e,
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J. D. E&kln, President
President.

Chu. Mellnl, Secretarx

Q. OlomJ, Vic

t

O. Btchechl, Treaamrei.

'

Consolidated Liquor Company
Suceesiorg to

.,

MEL1NI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI

'

A GIOMf,

WHOLmmALK DKALKRB IN

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
Wt

kttp tvrythlag In ttoek

to outfit tho
most fastidious bar oomploto
Have been appointed exclusive agents In the Southwest fer Jea.

S.
Bchlltx, Wm. Lamp and St Louie A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowetone,
Green River, V. H. McBrayefa Cedar Brook, Loula Hunter, T.J. Men.

arch, and other tandard brands of whlaklea to numeroue t mention,
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But aell the atreJfht article aa received by aa from tee beet laeiiea,
DlatHlerlea and Breweries In tie United Stat a. Cell and lnaaeet ear
Stock and Prlcea, or Trrtte tor Illuatrated Catalogue and Price Met.
Issued to dealer only.

Albuquerque

Foundry and

Machine Works

t.

MALL, Sroprltor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaft-tng-- s.
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns anJ Iron
Fronts for Buildings.
Stopalro on mining mud Mill Maohlnary m Bpoolatty
Foundry east side ot railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. at.
St.

TO
COMPLETE MEItGEn.
New York, May 7. The stockhold
of the United States Leather com- ers
pany meet today to complete the de
tail! ui nit; ineier wim me iemrui
Leather company. The latter some
time ago voted for the consolidation
of the two concerns, and the majority of the United States Leather company have also expressed their approval. Hut the holders of 23,0- shares of preferred stock of the latter
corporation continues to oppose me
proposition.
IV THE SI'KIXGTIMi:.
This following simple
at home, is said to
which anyone ta'i
store the Kidneys to perfect
health. forcing them to tilter
all poisons and acids from lb '
Kheumu-- l
overcoming
Mood.
even in its worst form.
Any good dructftst can supply these Ingredients:
Fluid
one-haDandelion
Kxtract
ounce; Compound Kargon, one
ounce; Compound Syrup Sarsa-parlllthree ounces. Shake
these well In a bottle, and take;
a teaspoonful dose after each
meal und ut bedtime.
Your physician will tell you
there is no better or safer mixture knovAii to cleans the
blood and build It up, which
everyone shouKL do at this time
of year.
Headers of this
paper can make no mistake by
following this simple though
valuable advice.
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Having Added Large Invoices of New Type Faces
and Latest Styles of Papers, We Can Please You
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are doing much In lessening the dangers in the political situation. Avail
Street has, of course, been more or
less disturbed at some of the extreme
ly radical legislative proposals; but
time and discussion are proving that
many of these apprehensions are un
founded: because the only reform
which is likely to be successful Is
that which runs on the line of a
"square deal," benefiting all Interests
alike.
Huslness conditions continue satisfactory. There is a large demand for
all commodities, except luxuries, and
no sign or important diminished output or demand. The extreme con
servatism which began in banking
circles has extended Itself to the
heads of mercantile and industrial es
tabllshments.
For one reason or another there has been a halt in new
projects, enlargements and all forms
of expansion. This is fortunate, lnas
much as it gives time to ascertain
whether our means of production
have or have not outrun consumptive
requirements.
It will also give time
to demonstrate whether the present
scale or consumption can te main
tained or whether commodities must
recede to a tower and more normal
level.
Whatever views are taken of
the present outlook, they are ex
tremely varied; yet there is little or
no reason for extreme pessimism. All
that Is needed is patience and cau
tlon, which should save us from
disaster. Caution is especially
needed In the real estate field, where
there has been much overdoing in
the development of new sections not
only In the vicinity of New York
but all over the country and particul
arly In some portions of the west.
The reason is now approaching
when crop news will become an lm
portant factor in business calculations. The season is ten days to two
weeks late and some injury is report
ed to both wlieat and cotton, but
planting of the crops will not be
completed for several weeks to come
and the chances for Improvement are
ample. It is altogether to soon for
the crop killers to be taken seriously.
Another good harvest will probably
ensure another good business season,
tnougn it does not roiiow that one
moderate or poor harvest would cause
any very serious setback. Important
as are the harvests, we are less de
pendent upon agriculture than form
erly; besides It must be remembered
that much of the nation's growth
during the past ten years has been
due to the development of natural re
sources and the Increase of popula
tion, and no one can tell as to how
far the impetus thus gained will car- ry us. Indications do pot point to a
' runaway
market, but a good trading
one. The improved undertone, how
ever, is against any serious decline
:ond for the time being operations on
the bull side are likely to be more
popular than those on the reverse,
HENRY CLEWS.
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I
should make my first housekeeping;
experience In the wilds of. the plmy
furest rpiirhed mo In Purls In 1906.
ii t
What an exrltinn nuiriilnfc It
With my brenkfast rolls nnd coffee
a letter from my flunce. Major
oime
Powell-CottoRlvinsr me the choice
of a nmrrlaKC ceremony nt home,
1
iw
is
with all the Inevitable clatter
chatter, or a wedding In n little
'
African
church on the
g
honeyyear-loncoast, followed by a
moon in plgmyland.
Most of my friends warned me solemnly of the "foolhardtness" of setting out to such a poisonous climate
ns the Kongo, but the attractions of
the Journey were too great.my In a
farefortnight's time I had takpn
wells of them all and been generally
me
see
would
"hoped"
they
told they
again, had collected the strangest
trousseau of khaki ever Imagined, and
'
In company with a friend. Miss Bailey, was on my way to meet my fiance
at Mombasa.
Meanwhile he was working his way
from the heart of the forest to Rent,
a Kongo station on Its eastern edge,
where the telegram saying I had decided to go out was to await him. And
a lively Journey It proved, for the
whole district was In revolt and he
never knew from hour to hour wheth
er his. caravan would be attacked or
not bv rebels.
Imagine, then, his dismay, on sareiy
reaching Rent, to be told that a telegram had arrived for him some days
before, but that it had been sent on
Into the forest. To make matters
worse, owing to the revolt, the runner
charged with it had gone by a long
roundabout route and was not likely
II. BRAYTOV rOWKIX-COTTOto be back for a month. But In less MUR.
than an hour the difficulty was solved From a Portrait Recently Made In Paris.
for the native returned, bringing the
telegram with him. It
seemed he had been met on the way
bv a shower of poisoned arrows, ana
had tied back to Benl to save his life.
Thanks to our steamer being a day
beyond her date, my fiance Just managed to reach Mombasa In time to
meet us. The heat of Mombasa was
so overpowering to newcomers from
home that instead of staying there
for the wedding, we all three took
the Uganda railway to Nairobi, the
capital of East Africa. Here, In a
-little tin church perched on the hillside, the mariage took place, with
only two onlookes and three friends,
ten. Sir Wm. Manning. Mr. Twyford
and Miss Railey, as witnesses. And It
was as well, perhaps, that there was
i
ro greater crowd, for my fiance's
n
wedding kit was unique.
!
On the railway Journey from the
coast the trunk holding his outfits for
the day (except happily, the ring) had
gone astray. Among a miscellaneous
collection of goods at the little Nairobi store, he had discovered a starch
ed collar that would, with little difficulty, have gone twice around his
neck, and in this, a threadbare blue
suit, whose white lines had come well
to the fore by dint of hard wear, and
shooting boots,
a pair of thick-sole- d
But
lie awaited me at the altar.
g
these are t rlrtes in the
east.
The ceremony over, we continued up
the Uganda railway to Port Florence.
11
'
its terminus, on the Victoria Nyanza
:.nd crossed the lake by steamer, to
I ind at Entebbe,
where the new cara- van was to be gathered together.
My husband's
native porters had
In
now served the time stipulated
contracts,
but he was anxious
their
to persuade many of them to renew
their service. When they had heard,
however, that his journey to the coast
wa. to introduce a "white woman" In- was
to the safari, their indignation
great. What did he want with a
white woman at all? He was a good
and they would1
lnvana (mister)
back to him smiling." but
'inie
ihey cnulli'l stand a wh.ie woman.
In the end. some eight of them re- tinned to him. Including the serving!boy, who first made it clearly unders i.c.d that he would "try a month
ll
I
I
IMIMI
of that white woman" and see what
he- thought
of It.
MRS. II. BRAYTOV POWTXI-COTTO- V
IX PYGMY"
(Li be continued.)
Photograph made In the heart of the central Africa forest.
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Wines, Brandies. Etc.

SAMPLE A NO
CLUO ROOMS

COAL

ftp

Genuine American block, per
ton
$6.54
EXCURSIONS
rerrlllo I. limp
96.60
Anthracite Xnt
18.50
Antlu-acltSt.OO
mUed
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9.M
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Card slgvis, "Rooms for Rent,"
"Board," etc., for sale at the office ot
Th Evening CltUin.

WOOD.
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W. H. HAHN & CO.
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Manv a man hope to be a snlnt THE BRIDAL BOQVET
while mixing with folks who would
(Dy Katlicrliip Ivocklo.)
corrupt an angel.
Goyly the happy bride ran down 8
a
;j
the stone steps of her father's house.
A Word from Dill
PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY
open
carriage
As
reached
she
the
poets
th'
oh, spring, what crimes
door she turned and tossed her
commit in thy name
of roses straight into the exa
tended arms of her maid of honor.
The New York World for several The old superstition Is that whoever
eeks has been publishing answers catches tha bunch of flowers that the
A new car just received,
c
to the question, "What Is a Demo bride has carried to the nuptial altar 8
When It receives a satisfact will be the next bride. It was natural
crat?"
BROGAN
F.
WILLIAM
STRICKLER
ory answer no doubt It will take up that the young wife desired the same 3
and the best line of Furniture
5
great happiness for her dearest
the question, "Where Is a democrat?
MANAGING EDITOR
PRESIDENT
was
friend. The well directed aim
city.
in
the
received
ever
g
with a derisive cry by the
exposition greeted bridesmaids.
As for the Jamestown
C
Call and see it.
2
he finishing touches will be when the other
"You cheated! You cheated!
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TEACHERS APPOINTEO.C ASINO

PRESIDENT HANLEY PRESIDES
CITY

OVER

Reports of Various

R. W. D. Bryan Speak for

"Let it Alone Club."
Considerable business was
ered at the meeting of the city council last nlKht. Alderman Hanley presided In the absence of Mayor
who, with Alderman Wilkerson,
merry
is at Los Angeles among the present
Hhrlners. The councllmen
were Aldermen Isherwood, Hayden.
and
Neustadt,
Beaven. Harrison
The reading of the minLearnard.
passed
was
utes of the last meeting
over till next time. A few small
claims against the city were presented and referred to the finance committee.

Me-Ke- e,

Itoorts.

and make over the entire city."
Ml ll 1C. V. I. Bryan.
W. 1. Hryan in speaking on this
subject said; "Personally I am rather
Indifferent on this subject, still I can
ste no valid reason why our main
thoroughfare should be rechrlstened.
We have always done very well under the old name. Of course, siuated
as it Is, Railroad avenue Is somewhat
of a misnomer, but how few names
are consistent anyway and what difference docs It make. For a residence street, Railroad avenue Is not
a pretty name, but It Is not an objectionable name that 1 can see.
Without some very vital reason I do
not think It is well to change
names."
Later, Mr. Bryan submitted to the
a
council a proposition concerning
city fountain. Said Mr. Bryan In effect: "I have had this matter under
way for some time, but did not wish
to present it until I had
learned
more fully of the details. These
fountains are presented free to all
cities who will conform to the requirements by the National Humane
Alliance. These fountains have already been erected In such cities as
Albany. Auburn. Blrghampton
and
Buffalo, N. T., Davenport, Iowa, Des
Derby,
Iowa,
Conn., RochesMoines,
ter, N. Y., Syracuse, N. Y., Troy, N.
Y., Milwaukee, Wis., the City of Mexico. Pasadena, Cal., Ottumwa,
Iowa,
Newark, N. J., Mlddeltown, N. Y..
and Mollne. 111.
"The fountains are paid for by a
bequest of the late Herman Lee Ensign, founder of the National Humane alliance, who left money for
that purpose. The fountains are of
Maine granite, artistic and substantial
In design and worth $1,000.
They
are trimmed with bronze, weigh five
tons, are six feet, eight inches in
height and have a bowl six feet in
diameter.
The bowl Is four feet
from the ground so that horses can
be
watered
unchecking.
without
Near the ground are four small bowls
dogs
for
and small animals. The
fountains are an ornament to any
city and it is hoped that Albuquerque will not delay to secure the gift.
"The requirements attached to the
gift fountain are that a site In a place
where the fountain can be approached
from all sides and where there is
much traffic, must be provided: a
substantial base must be erected for
the fountain; water must be supplied
and reasonable care taken of the
gift."
A special committee was appointed
to confer with Mr. Bryan in regard to
the fountain. Mr. Bryan had in mind
a suitable site for the fountain on
Railroad avenue, opposite the Alvar-adbut unless the railroad company
can be Induced to donate some land
to the city which would allow for a
drive around the fountain, this site
would hardly be suitable.

City Physician's report. Dr. D. H.
Cams' report recorded fifteen deaths
from nil causes during the period
from Apr 15th to May 1st. For the
tame length of time there were seventy-five
cases of contagious diseases,
seventy-thre- e
of these being measles,
one scarlet fever and one chicken
pox.
Six of the deaths were due to
consumption and two to measles. Six
births were recorded.
City Marshal's Itcport.
Chief McMlllln reported 63 arrests,
310 In fines
374 meals served and
collected.
F.njrlneer'si
Itcport.
City
City Engineer James N. Gladdings'
report mentioned that line and grade
t,
was given for 1,419 feet of
cefeet of ten-foand ninety-tw- o
ment sidewalks. Also seventy-flv- e
feet of brick walk. A lot was surveyed in the Perea addition and trail
lines were run for an Intercepting
Receipts
fewer in the Highlands.
were $126.50.
City Chemist's ltoport.
City Chemist John Welnzlrl's report recorded fourteen milk analyses,
all of which were favorable.
City Treasurer's Ttrport.
Balance on hand In the city treasury at May 1st. $16,633.94.
A number of complaints and moreferred to
tions were made and
committees. The temper of the council last night Indicated
that many
citizens are dissatisfied with the delay of some of the property owners
in building sidewalks. After some
discussion Alderman Harrison made
a motion, which after It was amended, reads that In regard to all walks
ordered to be built a year or more
ago, the propery owners must appear
before the council and show cause
why the matter has not been attended
to, or the city will take steps to build
the walks. This motion was carried.
forbidding
A firearm
ordinance,
minors to use firearms within the
city limits, and regulating the sale of
amunttlon, was passed after its third
reading.
A petition asking that the half
block fronting on Second street and
extending between Atlantic and Santa Fe avenues, be included In the
business district and that no frame
buildings be allowed therein.
The
petition was referred to the police
committee.
Xcw Sprinkler.
The street committee reported that
a new street sprinkler, costing $3W0.
Ixluaid C. Keeler.
had been ordered from J. Korber & j
Died here on May 5th, Edward C
Co.. the lowest bidders.
No reports of the fire and water Keeler. age 36 years. Mr. Keeler had
been in Albuquerque
only twelve
committees.
days. Funeral services were conductKill Not Allowed.
ed
A.
from
yesterBorders'
chapel
A charge of the electric light company for moving poles was not al- day. The remains, accompanied by
the widow, were taken to Salina,
lowed.
Kansas, for interment.
What's In a Name'.
After the routine business of the
Miiry K. Brltton.
meeting was cleared off, the matter
The remains of Mary E. Britton
of changing the name of Railroad
avenue was opened for discussion. were buried at the Santa Barbara
The matter was finally referred to cemetery this morning. The funeral
the street committee, by a vote of services were heb? at the church of
three to four, to be reported upon 'the Immaculate Conception. Father
Maiidulari officiated.
conclusively at the next meeting.
Several prominent citizens
vre
present to fight for retaining
the
Antonio Cliuvcs.
present name of the street. O. N.
Antonio Chaves, who died yester-- ,
Marron said: "It would be most un- day, was buried today.
Funeral servfortunate to change the name of this ices were held In the church
of San
old. well
known and established Felipe (Ir .Sell.
street. The business men do not wlh
the change. There Is no good reason
Catherine Mosby.
why It should be changed. What If
the name does cause some confusion by,The funeral of Mrs. Catherine Moswho .lied at 1U:20 last night, will
to strangers who naturally suppose
a Railroad avenue should run paral- be held at ht-- home, 6il5 West Roma
avenue
tomorrow afternoon
a
at 2
lel with
railroad! It suits us as It
is: it Is no confusion to us; we have o'clock. The Rev. W. 1. Thornton
got along very well so far with the "ill conduct the funeral
services.
name. It would be a great confusion Mrs. Mosby was M years of age, and
was
in
born
Woodvllle,
Miss.
to citizens to have another name for
She
leaves two grandchildren
here to
this old street."
"It would be no benefit to the city mourn her loss. Th? pallbearers will
to change the name of Railroad ave- be H. Bramlett. A. 1!. Montgomery. T.
nue," said Mr. Stern, the well known (. Mason. J. Collins, J. V. Jasper and
clothier on the street. "If It was a 1'., Thompson.
real benefit to the city, I would not
hesitate to favor a change. It is said
per cent of the propthat sixty-fiv- e
erty owners and business men on
Railroad avenue desire a change.
would
That may be. but no
ON POINTS OF LAW
ever agree o none name. For Instance I learn that about one-haper cent desiring a
of the sixty-fiv- e
change are in favor of the name
Whether a man Is justified In
Main street. Some wish the street to breaking a marriage promise by the
be called Rio (Jrande avenue, others fact that the woman Is suffering from
think Central avenue is the only name tuberculosis is
in the case of
and so it goes. I don't doubt fur a iJrover vs. Zook,raised
87 Pacific Reporter,
minute that I could get up a petition 638, and the supreme court of Washto change the name of any street in ington comes to the conclusion that
the city and f all the names I want-n- l in view of laws enacted for preventin f.ivor of It.
It doesn't cost any- ing the spread of consumption,
thing to sign a paper of this kind on the ground of public policy, and
the
und most people are natural-bor- n
breaking of a promise under such
I i), ink it would be n bad conditions is justifiable, even though
klrkers.
precedent to change the name of our he knew that the woman was infected
principal business street. The people with consumption at the time the enmight get the name changing fad and gagement was made.
six-foo-

ot
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ha leased the
park. The
Casino for six months and the Manhattan Musical Comedy company will
open the comfortable open air theater
on May 19th with the "Telephone
Girl," or some other attraction equally
as entertaining.
hop-hig"We have a quick-step- ,
lively bunch of artists who can use
their voices as well a their fee',"
said Manager Rich.
"We have bills
that are taking El Paso by storm at
the present moment.
For a summer
attraction we are there with the
goods. We expect to open at the Casino at Traction park n May
19,
which will be a week from Sunday.
We wish to make the place a famliy
resort and all objectionable features
will be eliminated.
We are In the
show business; not the bar business.
"The principal attractions we have
to offer are 'The Telephone Nirl.'
'Man from Borneo,' 'The
Yankee Girl' and 'The Rounders.'
"We have a fine chorus of fourteen
members good singers, good lookers
and handy with their
We are doing a splendid business In
El Paso and my Idea is to keep two
companies going and alternating between here and El Paso. We aim to
change tlu bill fiequently and introduce new and popular songs at everv
opportunity.
We a'm to keep our
companies anve and working, and the
audiences enthusiast!: and coming.'"
s.

COURT

NO

SOUVENIR

STAMPS

N

EOR'ALBUQUERQUE

TION.

The trial of all civil cases now on
file in the Second district court will Postmaster HopkinsSays That
begin Thursday morning, May 16, at
the Game Is Not Worth
9 o'clock.
The cases docketed are
as follows:
1.
the Chase.
James M. Sehmitt vs. the
Southwestern Brewery & Ice com- lany.
2. George L. Kelly vs. Clifton Hill,
"The Jamestown exposition stamps,
et al.
commemorating
3. Jemez Land company vs. James exposition being the
held at Jamestown,
smun.
Va.. will not be jn swle at the Albu4. P. C. Crane
vs. James
II querque postofflce, or any other post-offiSmith ,et al.
In New Mexico
or
5. Los Angeles Coal company vs Postmaster R. W. Hopkins Arizona."
made the
the Crescent Coal company.
above
this
morning
statement
when
6. M. C. Westbrook vs. the Albuasked
new
about
the
stamps.
series
of
querque Electric Light & Power com- "The
Jamestown
neries
of
stamps
pany.
are simply a fad.' 'said Postmaster
7. A. J. Mitchell, etc., vs. li. Ilfeld Hopkins.
"They are here today, and
& Co.
as soon as the fair is over they are
8. DonAclano
Gallegos vs. Mau- - gone. The chief
reason why we won't
ricio Ortiz, et al.
Issue a requisition for them Is the
9. Michaela, A. Ross vs. Clark M amount
of red tape nevessary for th
tarr, et a I.
handling of them.
Special report
10. A. J. Mitchell, trustee, vs. If- - on
the
of them and their desales
feld Bros.
mands
must
be
made
to
the postal au11.
Max Gusaroff vs. J. L. Ynua, thorities for them,
that is too
et al.
trouble."
12.
Doriaclano Gallegos vs. M. much
Quite a number of Inquiries have
.Mandell. et al.
13.
Robert A. Miller vs. E. J. been made at the local postofflce for
the Jamestown stamps.
While none
Harwlck & Co.
are on sale here, still many of the
14. The Sisters of Charity of Cinletters
arriving
here
from the east
cinnati, Ohio, vs. Carl Hoffman.
bear the exposition stamps, which
portray
historical views
around
A suit styled Amado Chaves, plaintiff, against
Jose Salazar, Camta Jamestown and vicinity.
.Ml racial,
Vldal
Mlralwl, Avedore
Mlrabal, Adalaida Chaves, Lamona L.
de Baca, Roma L Baca, Luz Baca.
Amada Baca de Istvile Valle, Andreas
Romero, Jr., T. J. Carr, and all the
unknown claimants of Interest In the
premises described In the complaint,
ERS IN REGULAR
was filed in the district court
The plaintiff states In his petition
that he owns 640 acres of land in Valencia county, In section 22, township
13 north, range S west, and that the
designated defendants also claim that
they own the property.
Eight Sandia Indians from the puChaves prays that the court establish his title to the land, and that the eblo of Sandia. appeared before the
commissioners an, demanded
claims of the defendants be forever county
that the county pay them $500 dambarred.
The plaintiff is represented ages,
for
brush and sniff taken from
by Attorney A. li. McMillen.
reservation near Alameda. The
"The litigation suit of the Gallup their
brush consisted of willows, weeds and
Electric Light
Power company
which was used by the county
against the Pacific Improvement com- grass
in improving the banks of the Rio
pany ,et al.. Is still grinding in JudKe Grande
anil dykes, where Hood proAbbott's chambers," said John
tection is being made north of the
clerk of the district court this city.
afternoon.
Some
Hie
of
fellowv
The board instru.-tethe county
around the court house are compar- surveyor
learn from the surveyor
ing the ca.se with the famous Thaw general attoS.mta
Fe.
whether
case in New York, on account of the from which the willows werethe land
taken.
number of days already consumed in Is a part of the Sandia reservation
or
hearing It."
not.
Nlcanor Pacheco was appointed a
deputy sheriff by the board and
placed as a watchman on the Corrales
DR.
ON
bridge.
Four warrants were ordered drawn
as follows: Bridpe fund, $2,500; flood
TO CITY luiiu,
$2. oiiu. (Pitt Rossi. Territorial
Improvement
Rjo
Grande
fund
$il6.80. A record t the improveIn Albuquerque will be ment work along tl.- - Rn
(irande
plea-seto know of the presence in was submitted, read and approved.
this city of Dr. John Menaul, who
first came to Aluuoiierou In
a
a presbyteiian missionary.
or
one
me, wnoois in Albuquerque Is named TREASURER BEAVEN'S
for Dr. Mci.aul's brother. James, now
lone dead. .Mrs. C T Vichnls,,., th..
daugiit-j.RFPORT APPROVED
of lr. Menaul, accompan
ies ner i.nner.
She is staying with
Mrs. Hayden, on Walter street. The
doctor is stavinif at the much of hi;
ro (iii ntv itoi:i
sister-in-laMr. R. Menaul, who
DIHVWIIMl (IHXTV
lives a few miles outside the city. The
IN I lll'AM IIV
IH.7;l.;7
doctor Is on his way to
Wash.
MIIK II I.
When Dr. M.n'cul first came to Al-- l
iquerque the nearest railroad was at
lit i n.ilillo county - in a goo.) linai:-i.- .l
Denver.
He served as missionary
condition accor.Mig to the .ii.u-- !
and physician in the southwe-- t to th.
rly r. poit m.i.l- - l v the treasurer.
y.unl. Navajo, southern Apache and
S. Leaven, made to The county
John
Liguna Indians durinu the pioneer
days of New Mexico. In 1;T lie was 'inmisM.iiiers jestc rday. The re port
bowing- the totals
f
a
receipts, disto Al'ii.a.
bursements and cth- r items, was approved.
According to the :.port there was
LEONARD THERRELL
' sti on hand, Marii 31, $ 4 S. . '.t :;. ' '.
The balance in the general fund was
I v
rt 3 1 7 S
d'.; the court fund.
GETS A BAD FALL the '.:.
school fund, f J.'.G 1.11 : the court
house and jail furoK $3. 473. iii; the
nond fund. $5,753 sr.; the road and
Willie (leaning the large
window bridge fundi-- . H !;; !3; the camino
of J. H. O'Rielly & Co.'s drug store te.il, $4 14. 71, and expenses for keepat the corner of Second and Railroad ing county prisoners $4.h73.34.
avenue, this afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
The balance on h..nd In ttie schools
Lcornurd Therrell fell from the
I'ecember 31. 1 ;. was tti 76 v !!..
on whic h he was working and
lie School receiptfor tile quarter
was pitched to the cement sidewalk ending March 31, Aere $ 3.4
li
with great violence. Ho fell a dis- and the dlsbursemei.
for the
tance of about eight feet and was unr were I 3 4. 4 li 7. 3".
conscious when picked up arid carried
The source of the receipts f,u- the
Into a physician s office in the li,u-ne- tt 'ii. liter were as follows:
building.
Taxes, prior
ear- KM 47:
Therrell's wrist
l!d2.
to be broken, but no other in1
l:;i.4:;: lo:i. $15.44.
$ 75 3m.
juries were suffered that Hie physi1'o5. $17.4!i: lfooJ $43.'l. H. Mercian was able to determine at the chandise licenses. $147. Jt;; liquor and
time. Thertll has a room on the top tammy iiiei.se,, $5.5j.Oo. rent court
floor of the iiarnett building. He is house. $ll.'.5(t, district court
ckik.
in no special danger.
poll taxes $l..',lw.Ici; justice of
peace fines, $2: ball licenses, $25;
We do it right, Iiuruil DRY. Im- 'o. operative buildir g and loan assoperial Laundry Co.
ciation license fee. $71 uu; Pullman
cornpanv, c.ir tax $5 07; school dis-.. 5. $5.75.
Buffalo Punch fat Vani.'a :.tw fountain.
Our ItOl'GU DKT work oon'a bar
II you want reu:u in .cert!ircr to be washed over. Imperial Launrv an JTveoiBf ritiien want al
dry Co.

this

"How is your voice standing It?"
You
"Pretty well, conslderelng.
can hear I am a little hoarse.
This
dry climate dries up my throat and
the dust Is somewhat Irritating, 'but
for all that I'm not so worse, eh?"
"What kind of people do you consider the moot appreciative?"
"Women and children.
by all
means. It makes life worth while to
know that your efforts please, and
children are so easily pleased. They
are not too critical, and are not
to express their feellnit.
afraid
When the children are pleased, of
course the mothers are, too. Yes. sir,
if It were not fur the women and
children I would not have the hear
in sing a note."
"What are the most popular song-junow?"
"Well, that's a dilllcult question,
but let me see there's that touch
ing lay, 'A Lemon In the Garden of
Love' that's caught on.
Then. "1
Don't Like Your Family;' that's being
some,
hummed
and so is 'A Letter
From Home.' They are all, all rlgnt
as far as I know, but my judgment Is
very uncertain. My musical taste i
entirely ruined by having to warble
all kinds of tunes. There was a time
when 1 executed only classic music
that was way back east but out here
I've had to take a back seat.
You
see that new phonograph with the
d
megaphone attachment
Well, he gets all the star pieces now.
He's swelled up about It, but I see his
I was the same way myself
finish.
once, .so long:
irop around any
time you ain't nervous and want to
hear me screech!"
XOTICK TO HORSE OWNERS.
The Albuquerque Carriage Com
pany. First and Tljcras, lias seen red
the service of a first class horscshocr,
and guarantees all work, or no pay.
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Call and set our stock

PORCH SHADES

ALBERT FABER'S
.... Staab Building

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

N".

Bring me your watches, clocks and jewelry for repairs.

Watch Inspector A. T. & S. F. R. R.

Galvanized Iron Cornice, Tin Hoofing. Sheep-di- p
Tanks, Galvanized
Water Tanks, ripe and Repair Work.

Waste Land
large tracts. Title
murt be perfect
1"

Address, Bo IH,

Waib.

No. Zaklma,

West Gold Ave.

A Checking Account
Puts System Into Your Business

W
book.

HEN you pay all bills by check, your business rs recorded
accurately.
Each Item shows for Itself. There Is a correct record of all receipts and expenditures In your bank

For every bill you pay, you get a receipt. You hays positive
proof that you paid each obligation.
We give the same careful attention to both large and small
,
accounts.

jlj?5b

The Bank of Commerce
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

A. C.

West Gold

AJt
nranicu

10
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C. F. Alien

208
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Saddle horses a specialty. Best
drivers In the city.
Proprietors of
"Sadie," the picnic wagon.
It AM BROOK BROS.
112 John Street
Phone 59l.

1- -2

H. ANDRUS

The Old Reliable Watchmaker and Jeweler

Highland Livery

U. S. A

ItlLIt'KK and JOHN

S. MITCHELL Invite their friends to make
New Mexico headquarters at

The Hollenbech Hotel
Los Angeles, California

Tour friendship and patronage Is appreciated. Courtesy and
attention to guests is a pleasure to us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cafe
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
Depot and beach line cars stop at the Hollenbeck door.
'

10 per cent.

Where to Dine Well

Santa Fe Restaurant

Dividends In the other fellow's
pocket on the rent you are
paying.

Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily.

small cash payment and
$20.00 a month will buy a
house, with bath.
A

XJ

C.

CO.,
J. E. ELDER, Armljo Building.
REALTY

ncler Savoy Hotel

E. SUNTAAGG, Proprietor

0CWOX00C0K)00

Convenience - Comfort - Security

The Albuquerque

.

Hatters
Hats Cleaned and Rlocked In
any Style Panamas a
(lotliing
steam
t lea no I and Preta-eOrders Attended
to
Promptly.
Rie-cial-

d.

The telephone makes the

YOU NEfcD A TELEPHONE

Fx-prc- ks

OsX5s0000000Ot0

FLY"

GROCERY

PliANING MILL
SUPERIOR
SEE OUR NEW liKICIv BUILDLNU

Market

901 South
--P- hone

SCREENS

Door screens as strong as an ordinary door at prices that defy
eastern-mad- e
screen doors in both strength and price. Window
screens that are as strong as a door at 7 cents per foot at the

AND- -

Meat

IS YOtTt HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

Phone 5S0.

X L

U'

ty

Corner
Cold Ave.
St.
3rd

I

telephone
preserves
The
your health, prolongs your Ufa
and Drotecta vnnr hnmn

.duties lighter, the cares leas
nd the worries fewer.

io00CC00OsK)00

Edith

40

J.

C.

BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER

EVERY WOMAN

S
PAINT Covers more, looks best, wears
thd longest, most economical; full measure.
Plaster, Lime. Cement.
BUILDING
PAPER Always in stock.
Paint, Glass, Bash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STKEET AND COAL AVE. ALIll'QrEKQXE, NEW MEX.
SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

who k'eps house will appreciate the quality and freshness
ol the

pooooeooooK3ooworsxD

Groceries
we are felling to

our customers. More than that, we are
leaking the prices the
Consistent with honest
goods ar.d prompt service. Its
a pleasure for us to show our
stock and quote prices at all

Lawn Mowers, Garden Rakes and
Hoes, Rubber Hose, Cotton Hose.

very-lowe-

TR

Kansas r'ity meats at all
times at moderate prices.

Y

US

BEST OF QUALITIES
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Most Comfortable PUc

MTn

-

oci)i.

still

restful
on
retreat
the hottest days,
practically adding another
mom to your home and
that room the moot comfortable, srrrlerable room of

rather unusual,

Is

-

A-wm-

Vmlor 'hades

you a civil, arcluded

no objection to being
Fire away!" said a
phonograph on Second

Ven-abl-

inis.-iona- ry

1.

Make Your
Hot Porch

BEING

attractions at the Casino at Traction street this afternoon.
company

tootsle-wootsie-

f

.and

hard-workin-

COUNTY

TRIAL OF CIVIL CASES WILL UK-ITHIHSDAY
LAM
SVIT
FILED TRUL OF tiALLCP
Slll-CASE
OCCUPYING...
.HIM.i: ABBOTT'S ATTEN-
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Children Are
More Appreciative of the
Music Box Than Men.

Women- -

'

n,

DISTRICT

HAD

OBJECTION

Frank Rich, one of the manager
"I must say
of the Frank Rich Stock company, of but 1 can see
Los Angeles, is In the city making ar- - Interviewed.
g
rangements for producing some of his

At a meeting of the board of education last evening In the superintendent's office. Superintendent Sterling
following
recommended the
teachers for appointment:
Prof. J. A. Miller. Caroline A.
Strong, Ella M. IjBar, Gertrude
Takken, Mrs. T. I. Butts. Winifred M.
Hlllyard. Lottie Watson, D. C. Taylor,
Minnie E. Craig, Llllle A. Keepers,
Maude Custers, Audrey C. Sckhach,
Mata E. Tway, Miss Lollie Llnder,
Elizabeth Thomas, Sallie E. King,
Blanche Otis, Minnie D. Diehl, Elsie
McGregor, Daisy j. Huntzlnger, Anna
Odjard, Rose T. Dee, Ada Vaughn,
Cora W. Allen, J. It. McCollum, Mary
V. Spauldlng, Minnie L. Baker, Edith
L. Everltt,
Elizabeth rjerwlg. Anita
Thomas, Lucy Hazeldine,
Elizabeth
C. Willey.
The following teachers have signified their Intention to resign at the
close of the present school term:
Misses Lawrence, Kaplan. Relihan,
Bowers, Elder, Alma Watson, Supervisor of Drawing Emma Woodman
and Principal E. P. Bradley.
The following teachers were appointed by the board to fill Rome of
the vacancies caused by resignations:
John Milne, Misses Erna Fergus-soAgnes McCallum, Elizabeth Tel-fe- r.
The members of the school board
present were E. L. Washburn, J. F.
John Conley, R. W. Hopkins,
C. O, Young, and Geo. R. Craig.
BERNALILLO

page)

Cool

Ten Members of the Faculty Manager Rich In Town-Fir- st
Bill Will Be Telephone Girl
Fall to Make Application
by Live Company.
For Another Year.

Name of Railroad Avenue May Not
be Changed0. N. Marron and

conqu-

CITIZEN.
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pulled himself on the horse's hack.
he clawled over the dashboard
and fell kerflop Into the wagon. He
kept saying Wish dorgle.' and the dog
ii treated behind a potato barrel with
bis tall flat down between his legs.
"He filled Ills pockets with nil sorts
of truck and heaped his srms full
of stuff. Then he said. Wish dorgle'
an lin and hopped off.
"The peddler swore at the dog. and
handed over the V.
" 'Iwouldn't have believed It If I
hadn't seen It,' he said. "That's the
first time since I've had him that he
Noever showed a yellow streak.
body ever before got away with anything while he was on the wagon.'
" 'The explanation Is easy," declared the stranger, pocketing the bill.
'Dogs won't bite drunks or crazy people,
Tou see your dog got a whiff
of my breath ami took it for granted
I was a skate.'
" 'Perhaps he thought ye was a
loon when he seen ye risin' up on
the horse's back,' suggested the peddler.
" 'Mebbe.' replied the man. 'but
whichever way you look at It proves
my theory. A dog wont' bite a man
If he thinks he is suffering from
booze or w heels."
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WORK OR GOI
TO PRISONS

i

the privilege of free correspondence.
Six months Is the shortest term he
for, and then release means
can
do tint starve In only hope
Institute I;in
to an ordinary worktheir prlile rmhw tlmn come upon house, return
where he stays till the authoricharity; nnl DanNh vamants d' not ties believe
acquired the habit
he
commit petty rrlint'S in order to of work. They has
say that when a man
bonrd for n lit o uhil ;it tln public has once been through
the rigors of
xpcnp. For Itnniuk is all thing,
in a Ianlsh penal workhouse,
to all men. It draw a sharp line ahe term
go
never
to
wants
back.
The sysbetween the null who canimt support tem works; it regenerates continued
himself and the ni.ui who will not. paupers. Why should It not work on
The second It luami.' with the name our side of the big pond?
of pauper, ami proceeds to put him
satisfied with "making It hot"
through a reaeneratina course of forNotpaupers,
Denmark goes further
prouts. The tlrst it shields from the and offers a powerful
Incentive to a
very shadow
Every life of honest
of disgrace.
work. Kvery working
Danish town has a free fund to title man anil
woman' who has lived
working folk over temporary trouble. blameless, neither
committing crime,
No shame attaches to the acceptance nor accepting pauper
graduates
of thin sort of public aid. It Is a at sixty into the honor uld.
e
of an
life preserver which a man would he pension. That Is. of course.
case
a fool not to catch. To hne.t work- they have no money for theirIn suping people in distress, the Danish poor port.
law officer Is a sort of special prothe spectre of our aged poor
vidence. He not only provides funds is Now
poorhouse. But the Danish old
to put the embarrassed on their feet; agethehomes
not mean heart-breahe helps them rind work and cheap but proud do
content. The distinction
lodgings. If landlords are extortionthe pension druws the sting of
ate, he can compel them to come to of
on the state."
The homes
terms. All things are made to work "coming
are
plnces with private
together for good to the man who Is rooms,delightful
prettily
military
furnished.
trying to pull himself up.
bands play In the gardens, and a
On the other hand, once the poor general air of cozy comfort prevails.
law officer has convinced himself that The pensioners are free to go where
l,
society turns they choose and to receive visitors
a man Is a
toward that man quite another face. how and when the please. I'nder no
It will support him, and his wife and unnecessary surveillance, they are as
children, too hut on Its own terms. contented as kittens.
The day he accepts the name "pauThese are tftV deserving obi people.
per," by taking aid he ought to do But in Denmark even the undeservwithout, that day a man signs away ing aged get a soft berth. They are
Society called paupers, which is In itself a
his personal Independence.
aets out to sicken him of his choice. terrible thing. But then they are
At one stroke, she takes from him beautifully taken care of. In Copenbis right to vote, his right to marry hagen, the "Almlndelig" is like
without the poor officer's permission,
divided Into three grades acand his right to pawn his own goods. cording to the respectability of the
He can no longer choose his own oc- Inmates, and the aged paupers have
cupation or his own dwelling. Ptrlct-- r a chance to rise to greater privileges
laws apply to him than to honest and comforts If they choose to mend
men. If .he is disorderly, beats his their ways.
For Denmark never
wife, neglects his children, or teaches wholly despairs of reforming a paubeg,
to
to
prison
he per until he Is dead. The poorhouse
steal or
them
must go. So long as he remains an Is for the aged alone: no Insane, dehe is bound to work, mented, nor Inebriate old folks are
and of course the longer he works the ever lodged there, and no Infants nor
more surely approaches the day when human wreckage drift in to complihe can no longer pretend to need cate the problems of the Institution,
public aid.
which Is managed solely for the good
And what If he won't work? Then of old people. There are libraries
he finds himself speedily imprisoned and smoking rooms and gardens. The
In a workhouse upon Indeterminate Inmates can work If they like and
aentence.
Insubordination
there sell their bits of knitting and their
lands him promptly In a penal work- hand made shoes, keeping the money
house, where he gets no dinner till for themselves. Were it not for the
he has earned it. where he lives In a name "pauper," they w ould be quite
cell deprived of tobacco, vlnlts, and content.
Mhij Ilroiivnii
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Indians Take
Booze Cure

old-ag-

ne'er-do-wel-

a.

"out-paupe-
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Jame's Treasure
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Arch McMackln.)
lay under the sunny
Jan Mlchal
clirf, his dilapitrtde of the sand-roc- k
dated "dicer" pulled over his eyes and
his bare toes turned to the ocean.a
In a small cut in the sand cliff
few steps away a fire of driftwood
smoked Indifferently a.nd a can of
savory coffee bubbled merrily in the
hot ashes. Four large "murphies"
were roasting in the coals and happy
the next meal
at the thought that
was provided he pulled the "dicer '
Invited slum-le- r.
nose
over
and
his
down
n-

-

Jan was a "bum" not an ordinary
hobo, however, for he had ideas
about life and things which were
truly philosophical. He came hither
and went thither always happy when
plodding along the wayside, a bit of
song on his Hps and a smile for
everyone he met. loathing laoor of
any kind and perhaps as fond of
water as a pullet. Hut he w as happy.
He lived not in the yesterday nor the
tomorrow of life; he kept neither a
diary nor a bank account, but he lived In the today, enjoying each living
minute and trusting luck with the
next meal. And the only thing that
puzzled Jan was why other people
did not live in the today of life.
"Consider the lilies of the Held," he
argued, "they spin not nor do they
.toll."
Jan became conscious of something boring Into his back between
blades. He sat up
his shoulder
dreamily and probed in the sand
where he had been lying and the
rough corner of an Iron chest came
to light. He dug away feverishly and
lifted the chest out on the sand, and
with a rock he broke off the lid. And
then ran his arm clear to the elbow
I

Into a pile of yellow
gold! gold!
And Jan was rich.

coins.

Gold!

Each day he
wined and dined sumptuously, bowled about in magnificent motor cars.
A hundred servunts waited on him
and a thousand friends smiled upon
him.
But, oh, the misery of it all!
They made him stay and sit over his
chest of gold; they made him wear
shoes; he dared not come and go as
he pleased. How he longed for the
free highways and byways, the daisies
and moonlit trails and wild seas. The
tine streaks and tenderly spitted fowls
were never so good as the baked
"murphies"
Jan sat up suddenly shivering. A
white, frothy wave had broken over
his bare feet. The sun had gone
down, the tide had approached perilously near the base of the cliff and
the moon above was shining brightly.
The frothy,
white
breakers
gleamed white in the moonlight and
roared monotonously.
Jan. w ho a minute before was just
In the act of severing a savory piece
of white meat from the breast of a
fat. young pullet, got on his feet and
raked the ashes away from the baked
"murphies." He was ravenously hungry and he swore to find that during
his sleep the coffee had boiled away.
"What u blnomin dream," he said.
"Thank Uod, it was only a dream."
The cool sea breeze blew ncross
his face and daisies In the sand rock
seemed to open their eyes and smile
at him and the moonlit beach showed a white trail toward the starry
horizon wall.
And Jan wanted to
dance and shout, but he only sank
on his knees In the sand and raised
his hands to heaven.
"Thank God," he echoed, "it was
only a dreum."
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Dog Won't Bite
a Drunk Man
t

life replied the peddler. 'I'd be a
chump to part with him. He's a cork"When
er,
Is. Nobody could get
ville." said Chief of Police Frank awaythat dog
with anything on that wagon so
one
of his
Monahan of Jersey City in
g
moods the other day, "1 long as he's on deck.'
" 'I'll bet you 5 I can steal half
know a produce peddler who
used
kutA a bulldog that was trained to your load,' said the man, 'and your
protect
wagon
may on his
his darn dog wouldn't touch me.'
to
stock.
" 'I'll go ye,' growled the peddler,
"He was a fine animal and under-tnoo- d and over they came to me.
" 'Cop,' began
his business. You could slide
'I
the stranger.
siuuung the outht and pet him to your want you to stay where you are and
koiijt's content without runulng any watch. If you see that bulldog jump
on nie and tear me to pieces, don t
rlHk of being bitte.-ibut u you
to take anything off the wag- hurt the dog. It won't be his fault.
on there would be trouble right away. ' I'll take all the responsibility.
I'm
"The peddler was stuck on the dog going to put into execution a little
fancy of- theory of mine.'
for fair and
"The pair disappeared In a corner
fers for him. H- - --aid that the bull
waved him th- - u k.-- s of a man In saloon. Five minutes later the Hide
doing police duty while he went into door swung open and the man stag-- .
gered out. His breath smelled of
houses to srll his goods.
"One day when 1 was Mamling on a rum and he pretended that he had a
'
w
corner opposite ilw njou a stranger terrible loaii and was glad of it.
came along ami
it. to adtniie the
"He rolled toward the wagon and
dog.
bumped against the horse. The dog
"'That's a tine cutter.' lie said to sat up on his (launches and gl ow leu.
apparently becoming much interested
'Whai'll you take
the huckster.
in what was going on.
' The man grabbed the h.irni-not on your
aod
"'He's not for
New York Sun.)
I was cop down In Green-

tFrom the

Mtcry-tellln-

t.

.

Dk.M(CE'S
Crf Baking Powder
The finest in the world
When ordering ask for Dr. Price's by name, else
.the grocer may forget the Had you are accustomed to.
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(Kansas City Star.
e
till !"
Indian
Which interpreted means. "usage
Indian, whisky, no."
For the last four weeks eight members of the Osage tribe, five men and
een
three women, have frequently
seen on the streets of Kansas City.
blankets,
In
gaudy
Dressed
their
wearing moccasins and often bare
headed, they have attracted attention.
Hut If they were aware of the fact,
they have given no Indication of It.
The Indian visitors were
and his squaw;
and
and his squaw;
his squaw; Hubert Panther and Luther Klkius. They enme to Kansas
City a month ago to take the Keeley
cure for the whisky habit. They took
and
their last treatment yesterday.
with their desire for
gone, started hack last night to the
Their homes are near
reservation.
Fawhuska, I. T.
The Osage Indians are not lovers
of whisky.
As a rule, so members
nf this company said, the Osage dislikes the taste of It. But there are
always a few In every section where
liquor becomes their master. Within
the past few years more than
come to Kansas City for treatment.
"It takes considerable Influence to
Induce them to come," Dr. J. V.
Simpson, who was treating them, said
yesterday. "But when they do. they
As
take their treatments regularly.
a rule, about the fourth day they lose
their craving for drink. But they
stick to their treatment for a month.
The Indian winces when the needle
Is thrust In his arm. but I believe it
Is from force of habit.
It's great
If one
fun for the othen Indians.
makes a face when he gets the
needle, the others poke fun at him.
Instead of being a stolid lot. they
are full of humor. It Is a sort of
lark for them. They have to get the
consent of the Indian agent before
they leave this reservation, and the
agent pays for their treatments from
their allowances.
Frank Corndrop-per- .
court Interpreter for the osage
tribe, is a Keeley graduate, and he Is
doing much 'missionary' work among
Its members."
The Indians called Dr. Simpson
"Bern-su-ne- e
meaning "whisky doctor." They liv
ed In Tullls place while here. The
women took the cure the same as the
men. Their names are: Mrs.
"i isage

bern-su-ne-

"rlre-wate-

r"

fifty-hav- e

n,

Luther Elkins,
ah, Hobert Panther. Mrs.
hoppy, Mrs.
kah-hopp- y,

Hun- -

i
Hun-ka-
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&e Old Way to
Trap Bears Is
the Best
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(From the Duluth News Tribune.)
The ways of trapping bear are numerous, but there is one
ed way that amuses many. It is the
system of getting a molasses barrel
and driving spikes around through
the outside near the open end with
the points of the spikes protruding
toward the bottom on the inside.
A bear will force his head Into the
barrel In the center of the circular
row of spikes and eat all the molasses
he can llnd, but when he comes to
pull his head out the points of the
spikes catch In the fur and skin of
the neck and head and he cannot get
rid of it.
The barrel prevents his
seeing.
He is helpless and sure to
get rattled as soon as the situation
dawns upon him.
A bear was captured In this man-neTower at a lumber camp this
spring. The animal furnished endless
fun for the lumberjacks in trying to
shake off the barrel, but the harder
he tried the more firmly the spikes
fastened Into the skin. After watching the bear fight to rid itself of the
barrel for an hour or two the end
was put to Its misery by a shot with

ar

a rille.

, He Made

All

New York Laugh
OOCXXXXXXC)CX3000C)0000000000
(From the Broadway Magazine.)
It is a well known saying in New
York that the police department will
"break" any man who undertakes to
be Its head. From having been the
target of the most rancorous criticism, the police commissioner Is generally dropped from office into deeper obscurity than that from which he
rose. The place Is shunned by clever
politicians as a sort of graveyard of
opportunity.
There are two exceptions in this
rule.
One lias become president of
the I'nited States and the other Mr.
Devery.
The latter administered the
department during what was stiniga-tize- d
as the most notoriously corrupt
regime that lias governed New York
since Tweed. He was charged with
all kinds of malfeasances.
He was
even removed from office, but was
reinstated by the courts. Yet there
was u coarse vein of humor In the
man that went far towards redeeming his shortc omings. He amused the
ami she liked him for it. She
cit.
can always forgive one who makes
her laugh.
Think of a man. while courts are
busy anal;, zing one phase
of
his
character, rising up as a candidate
for mayor, and storming a state political (indention at Saratoga with
bi.i.--s
in Irrepressible
baud playing
"Miter l)oole !"

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
ALBUQUERQUE

NEW MEXICO

capital and Surplus. $too,ooo

Xo. III.
To the opportune
appearance
"Denver Red'- at an annual "slop-u-

of
p

(convention)
In
Dubuque, Iowa. I
probably owe my life.
Because of my habit of dropping
completely out of tramp circles an I
reappearing in unexpected places, I
came to be known on the road as
"The Mysterious Kid." A story had
been circulated during one of my
prolonged absences to the effect that
I
had been locked In a refrigerator
car on the Mexican Central
and
starved to death. sJo when I appeared at the convention above referred
to and refused, as was my custom,
to answer several pertinent questions,
my Interlocutors began to suspect me
of being a "fly mug" (detective).
Added to this was the fact that I refused to get drunk at a meeting
where the drinking of raw alcohol
was the principal amusement. Finally I made the worst possible break
by trying to slip away from the gang.
The drunken mob surrounded me In
an Instant, flourishing coupling pins
and razors. Fortunately,
"Denver
Bed," like the hero In the melodama,
arrived at the tight moment
and
Vouched for nie.
Now. Denver Heil was then the king
of all the tramps In the west. He had
Issued the call for the annual "slop-up- "
at Dubuque, but owing to a
wreck on the Great Western had been
delayed In reaching the rendezvous.
According to tramp etiquette lied was
the supreme head of that convention. He ruled with an iron hand,
and woe to the subject who questioned his king's authority.
That "slop-up- "
lasten ten days.
Then the citizens of Dubuque arose
in their wrath, and with the aid of
shotguns, rifles and clubs, drove the
entire gang out of the county. After which Red and I journeyed west
together via the Santa Fe.
One bitter, cold night In November.
Ve boarded the trucks of a passen

ger train at Albuquerque, N". M.
Hiding the trucks, even under ths
most favorable conditions, Is not a
pleasant or comfortable way of traveling. You must crawl under the car
over the hrakebeam, past the air-bo- x
and seat yourself on a half-Inc- h
Iron
rod. Your feet hang on the brake-roi- l,
which every time the air is applied, jumps and quivers like a living thing. You may steady yourself
by hanging to any strap or rod within reach and there are not many.
With numb, stiff fingers I clung to
a slender rod, knowing that If my
grip failed I would be ground to
atoms beneath the wheels of the
ponderous train.
Finally a long, hoarse whistle told
me that we were approaching a station. The air was applied with a
suddenness that almost threw me under the wheels. Klowiy the train
drew to a pause. I crawled out from
between the wheels and stumbled forward to the truck where I had last
seen Denver Kid.
I called to him
no answer. Again
I called
no answer.
Then the cold, clammy fingers of
a terrible fear clutched at my heart
and I called and called again.
A
brakemnn came along with a
lantern.
"For God's sake," I said, "look under that truck."
lie stooped and peered under, hold.
Ing the light before him.
"Nothing there," he said. "What's
the matter with you?"
He held the lantern so the light
shone full on my face, and there he
must have seen the truth.
"Christ!" he exclaimed, then signalled the train to go ahead.
Yes, I am. a coward. I was afraid
to go In search of the awful thing
which I knew- - was lying some place
back there In the darkness. As the
train rumbled on I caught a hand
rail and swung onto the rear platform; and there the brakeman allowed me to ride all night.
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(By Katlioriiio
man may be handsome, he may
have great physical strength, he
brains and rare learning, in fact
be a genius, but if he is not sincere
the combination of all these qualities
will not make up for the virtue that
is lacking.
A man who says agreeable, flattering things or utters pretty compliments Is not necessarily
It
may he his way of trying false.
to give
happiness.
The man who Hatters
with harm in view is the man to be
avoided.
It is not a difficult task to discover insincerity in man. The same applies to woman. There is no sex
in this false characteristic.
My the voice and the eye the
betrayed.
inslnceie are always ....
I he man w ho Is real Is irtn.l t. i.,,.i,
.'i.. 4..
I here Is no shifting of his glace, no dropping of the eyelids, or shielding
c
me
man
wno
;
of the woman who would trust him. is true looks openly into the eves
There is n dull, uncertain ting to the voice that is expressing false
. motion, or
that is pretending to a fctling that does not exist within the
protester.
The girl who doubts the sincerity
of a man has only to
eyes
close her
ami give her ears a
to aid her decision. If the
man Is not real his voice will betraychance
him.
Ix-kic.-

A

may-hav-

STRICTLY PRIVATE
We solicit your banking

businessa and witn the

assurance on our part
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War Prices Down Soutln

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
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(From Spare Moments.
and a farmer leaning over a fence

Wholesale Grocers

In 1S65 an ounce of quinine could
not be purchased for loss than $1,700
In the south.
Provisions were simply
enormous in price. Here are just a
few Instances:
In February a ham
weighing fifty pounds sold for exactly
$750. or at the rate of $1.1 a pound.
Flour was at $300 a barrel.
Fresh fish retailed all over ut $5
a pound, and ordinary meal was at
$50 a bushel.
Those who lived In
boarding houses paid from $200 to
$300 a month. White beans retailed
at $75 a bushel. Tea went for anything from $20 a pound to $60, aiid
coffee In a like ratio.
The most ordinary
brown sugar
was sold for $10 a pound, ordinary
adamantine candles were sold for $10
a pound. In a cafe, breakfast was
ordinarily $10. In April sugar went
to $900 a barrel and articles of wearing apparel sold. coats fit $350,
trousers at $100 and boots at $250.
Butter was $15 a pound. Potatoes
went for $2 a quart. Tomatoes of
the size of a walnut sold for $20 a
dozen.
Chickens varied from $ji to
$50 a pair.
The prices on the bill of fare of the
Richmond restaurant in January,
1S64, were: Soup. $1.50; bread and
butter, $1.50; roast beef, a plate, $3;
boiled eggs, $2; ham and eggs, $3.60;
rock fish, a plate, $5; fried oysters,
a plate, $5; raw oysters, $3; fresh
milk, a glass. $2; coffee, a cup, $3;
tea. a cup, $2.
These figures are taken from various sources and have the virtue of
accuracy, if nothing else. Always
was present the fear of famine, and
time and time again did the soldiers
donate a portion of their rations, taken from their apportionment In the
tield. to relieve the pressing necessities.
The shrinkage of the currency was
of course responsible, and some Idea
may be gathered from a story that
went the rounds at the time. A soldier galloped along a. country road

admired the animul. He called to
the trooper offering to buy the horse:
"Give you $30,000 for him, Johnny," he said.
"Not much, old man. I Just paid
$15,001) to have him shod," was the
reply.

APPLIES
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ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

VAIN

FOR

A

LICENSE

JAPWKNi:

IS RKt'l'SFD PKItMIT
TO UKU AMKKICAN GIltL IN

rOHTLAM).
Portland, Ore., May 7. :
a member of the commission
firm of Kamura & Co., of San Francisco, applied in vain here today for
a license to wed an American girl,
and with earnest pleading Kamura
laid his case before County Clerk
Fields, but that official refused to
issue the license because of the law
governing wedlock between the two
nationalities.
The Japanese declared that he would apply for a license
at some other Oregon county seat.
When he applied for the license
Kamura would not reveal the girl's
name, saying only that she was a
beautiful American and willing to
marry him. He was attired In a
black suit, with white waistcoat and
silk hat, and made his request known
In relined although broken English.
He declared that he belonged to one
of the royal families of Japan.
After Kamura left the office he
was Joined by his prospective bride,
a pretty brunette of perhaps twentyyears. Although they were besieged by reporters,
they declared
they would not make known the
young woman's name unless they
found an office where a license could
be procured.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Ka-mur- a,

Every woman covets a
shapely, pretty figure, and
many of tliem deplore the
loss of their girlish forms
after marriage. The bearing
of children i often destructive
to the mother's shapeliness.
$100 Reward. 1100.
All of this can be avoided,
or
pleus--paper
The readers
will be
this
to learn thut there is ut least one however, by the use of Mother's Friend before baby comes, as this
treaded diseuse thut science has been
the body for the strain upon it, and
ttile to cure In ull Its bt.iges, und that great lin iment always prepares
s Cutanii
Halls (ularrli Cure is the preserves the symmetry of her form. Mother's Friend overcomes all the
r.ly positive cure now known to the
,
and carries the expectant mother safely through
danger of
Medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease, requires a constitupain. It is woman's greatest blessing.
without
critical
this
period
t
H
m
ment.
s
teat
ill
tional
Catarrh Cure
iken internally, acting directly upon the Thousands gratefully tell of the benefit and relief derived from tLo
.
ilood and mucoui Hurfaccn nf the
use of this wonderful
in. thereby destroying the foundation
f I he uisi use. ami giving the patient
remedy. Sold by all
tretigth by building up the constitution
druggists ut ifi.oo per
ind assisting ntturo In doing Its work.
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Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

REALLY RELIABLE SHINGLES
cannot be excelled for roofing no matter what
house top covering Is proposed. We said "really
reliable shingles" advisedly because
that kind Isn't to be had every day
everywhere. A glance at one bunch
in this yard will show you where to
get the rainproof kind. Pee us for
xhingles.
new-fangl-

RIO

GRANOE

LUMBER

CO,

Corner Third ana Marquette

eOeC000e00
L, 8. PUTNEY
"OLD ttELIABLB."

ESTABLISHED

17I.

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carrie, the largest and

Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries lo
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

d

RAILROAD AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

M

child-birth-

t

ys-.-

he proprietors huve so much faith in Its
urative powers thui ihey offer One
mulled Dollars for any case that it
aim to cure. tienj tor I is. I of
Address:
K. J CUKNEf & CO, Toledj, Ohio.
Hold by KrugirUt., 7Se.
1'J.ls for constlpa- Take Hull
I

testl-uotiial-

bottle.

Our little

book, telling all about
this liniment, will be sent free.
Tie Bradfield Regulator

Co., Atlanta, Ga.

THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
-

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Roolin?

First and Marqaetle

Albuquerque, New Mexico
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Chicago. May 7. The suicide of
Dr. Wlllbald
and the degradation of ruin of hi family through

lner

oooooooooooooooo
WRECK

lug laid there. This will be continued
on through to this city as the rebuilding of the roadbed Is completed.
STRIKE OF GOULD

the cocaine habit, which passed from
parents to children, have arrested
public attention and increased th efforts of various reform organizations
to drive all druggists out of business
who cater to the cocaine slaves. The
drug store of Louis Rey, on West
Lake street, has been closed, and a
clerk, who for years sold the drug
to boy and girl victims, Is a fugitive.
Police court Judges and Judge
court, have
Mack, of the juvenile
over the
voiced a general
alarm
spread of the habit. Scores of boys
and girls between fourteen and sixteen years of age have been arraigned
for petty crimes committed under the
Influence of the drug or for the pur
pose of getting a few pennies to buy
the poison. The victims all had the
same story to tell. They were taught
the habit by companionship and soon
became slaves to it. They found no
difficulty in buying cocaine If they
had the money.
a well
Dr. Doser was formerly
known physician In (irosse Point. After years of struggle with the cocaine
habit, he drang carbolic acid and
died. The habit was broken occasionally by a resort to morphine and
other opiates, but It always returned
stronger and more exacting than ever.
Twenty years ago Dr. Droser. fresh
from a German university with the
degree, married Katie Lutlger and
settled In Grosse Point. She was but
seventeen. He was successful and
was looked up to by the community.
Three years ago it was discovered
that he was under the spell of the
and
poison. He lost his practice,
the fine home which he owned was
sold and he moved into humole quarof St.
ters. Father John Huerter,
Joseph's Catholic church tried to
save the man from the destruction
which threatened him, and It was
discovered at that time that Mrs.
Doser also was a slave to the drug.
Nor was this all. The traits of the
same curse began to show In the
children, the eldest of whom was but
The family betwelve years old.
came listless. The children refused
to go to school and became
of the streets, anil the county
In Nowas called upon to Interfere.
vember Dr. Doser and his wife were
sent to the poor farm at Dunning.
The eldest boy, Willie, went witu
them. Emella, twelve years, was sent
to the industrial school
for girls.
John, ten years, Kate, six. and Anna,
four, were sent to orphan asylums.
The boy ran away from Dunning and
Is now a wanderer
about his old
haunts.
Through the Intercession of friends
Dr. Doser was transferred to the
Alexian Brothers hospital for treatment as a cocaine fiend. He remain- -'
ed a month in the hospital and then
escaped and went on a drug debauch.
When the reaction came he bought a
half pint of carbolic acid and, selecting a lonesome spot near his former'
home, drank it.
At the Inquest Willie, the boy who
ran away from the poor farm, testified that he saw his father and mother taking cocaine, that he tried it out
of curiosity and continued it whenever
he coud find the drug about the
He said he had often bought
house.
it in drug stores on his father's preHe always kept some of
scription.
the stuff for himself when he whs
sent out for It. He said his sister
Kmelia had also taken some of the
drug.
Twelve hours after his suicide, the
body of Dr. Doser was found ill a
covacant lot with an empty vial of
caine and an almost empty eight-ounc- e
bottle of carbolic acid beside it.
He left no word or letter. When the
police went to Dunning to summon
Mrs. Doser to the Inquest they learned she had left the Instillation. She
and her son were found In the home
of a former neighbor half stupefied
from the drug.
The Inquest had to be postponed
until they recovered sufficiently to
testify.

SECTION MEN.
Rich Hill. Mo.. May 7. No settle-men- t
has been effected between the
Missouri Pacific and the section men,
out on a strike, working beare
who
ONE
tween Pleasant Hill and Nevada. It
Is claimed that every section man on
this division Is out.
The company
brought In some Greek laborers and
native laborers to take the places
Baggage Car Jumped Clear of also
of the strikers at this place, but they
were
quickly Induced to refrain from
Ralls Down Embankment
working.
The section men claim
that wages In every other department
Ninety Feet.
of railroad labor have been Increased
but theirs, and they ask for $1.50 a
day for ten hours' work, instead of
Remarkable features attended the 11. 2a, which thev are now receiving.
accident to the Santa Fe overland.
No. 7, near Joseph City. X. M., last
One Thousand Cars Cantaloupes.
Reports which have Just
Friday.
The Southern Pacifio is preparing
waa
to
no
one
handle the Immense cantaloupe
reached here state that
seriously Injured, and there Is no In- crop this season In the Imperial and
the
dication that there were Shriners Coachella valleys. Estimates of Ea-poutput have been completed by
Aboard.
figures
representatives
the
and
While the train was making good total up 700 cars for the Coachella
time the baggage car cut out between valley
and 300 for the Imperial val
coaohes.
the tender and passenger
or a total of 1,000 cars. The
leaped clear of the rails, went down ley,
movement
of the melon crop will
the embankment and did not come to
the latter part of this
a halt until ninety feet from the commence
month just as the shipment
of
track. Although the engine, passen- oranges
to slacken and the big
ger cars and sleepers left the raiU, rush willbegins
one
for
continue
about
none f them turned over or pitched month or a little more. This
crop is
down the slope. All remained stand- about the same size as that or last
ing beside the track.
year, though the acreage Is less.
Something gave way under the baggage car, causing the accident. The ARTESIA SCHOOIJ5 OX
damage to equipment did not exceed
ACCREDITED 1 .1ST
12.000. The sleepers escaped Intact.
Monday, Superintendent
B. F.
The conductor's report showed the Brown received a certificate
from
list of Injured to be as follows:
Prof. Tight, president of the terri
university
at Albuouerque
Maud Letcher, Los Angeles, back torial
placing the Artesla high school
sprained.
Mrs. Mary Johnson, Los Angeles, among the accredited schools of the
territory;
that is. graduates from the
Fprained.
ankle
side Artesia high school will hereafter
L. Henway, San Francisco,
be admitted to the freshman clans of
bruised.
university without examination,
Thomas Taylor, Santa Rosa, heart the
says the Artesla
Few-Advocate.
nervous
shock.
affected through
Lawrence Heavy. San Francisco, schools have been accorded this honor which is all the more valuable berib broken.
Maurice Redmond, Alameda, fac cause it came unsolicited.
scratched.
Fred Baer, Oakland, face scratched. ADVANCE Gl'ARD TO
side
MAKE PREPARATIONS.
A. J. Degman, Tehachapl,
Atlanta, Ua., May 7. The advance
bruised.
guard
of
the
hip
Order of Railway TrainJulius Welter, Holbrook, Ariz.,
men came ahead to make preparabruised.
turning up last night, and enWallace Montgomery, Fort Worth, tions,
gaging all the rooms on the second
Texas, knee bruised.
floor
of
the Decatur street Hide of the
A, J. Qualters, Lowell, Mass., back
Kimball house. Reservations
have
rpralned.
been made for many delegates.
Mrs. Annie Whitley, Bowie, Texa, also
a
The
claims'
vast
committee has
small cut in scalp.
of business before It, and was
Beaumont, amount
Mrs. Kate D. Elder,
busily
upon
engaged
passing
claims
Texas, face bruised.
day yesterday. These claims exYork, all
King, New
Mrs.
Ethel
tend over two years.
bruises.
The section suffering the accident
The machinists of the Chicago, Burwas the San Francisco train.
lington & Quincy railroad have been
granted an increase in pay of a cent
and a half per hour. The new scale
SANTA FE REBUILDING LINE
is now 37 4 cents. The men demand.
ed the abolishment of piece work, as
well as an Increase in pay.
The officials declined to take any action on
IlIC; CONTR ACT IS I.F.T FOR WORK the piece system, and would not allow
ON TRACK BETWEEN ORANGE the increase In pay noted.
The emAND SAN BERNARDINO.
ployes will probably accept the
San Bernardino, C'al., May 7. A
without further action.
Inrge contract has been let by the
Santa
switch engine No. 2313,
com commonlyFe called
Santa Fe to the Sharu-Housthe "Dinky."
has
pany for the changing of the line of acquired a new nickname, that of the
load at Horseshoe bend soutn oi co- "hoodoo" and the "sklddoo" engine
rona, which will probably Involve an on account of Its number. Switch
expenditure of not less than $100,000. locomotive 2413 Is also known as a
This is one of the series of con hoodoo engine. While the switchmen
tracts being let for the rebuilding of jokingly call the two engines "hoo-doothe line between San Bernardino ana
still they bear pretty
clean
Orange, work on which has already
for keeping dear of collisWonderful Eczema Cure.
monins,
in
several
nrotrress
been
for
ions, wrecks and other accidents.
"Our little boy had eczema for five
a
the major portion of that done so far
years."
writes N. A. Adams, Henri
being from Colton to Hlgngrove,
A grading contractor at
Barstow etta, Pa. "Two of our home doctors
where the above company has been while working in the yards
of
the
nis lungs
operating a large gang of men with Santa Fe unearthed one of the gold said the case was nopeiess, employed
We then
being affected.
past
six bricks which was stolen from
for the
Meam shovel
Wells
resulted.
no
benefit
but
doctors
months.
Fargo Express company some weeks other
ISy chance we read about electric bitWhen the Santa Fe determined to ago. says the Needles Eye.
At
the ters; bought a bottle and soon norebuild the line between San Ber- time the thief cnoly placed the box
ticed Improvement . We continued
nardino and orange an appropriation on his shoulder and walked off
with
oi $375,000 was made for the work it while the transfer of express was this medicine until several bottles
was comwill
he
completed
it
and when it is
being made at Itarstow. The bullion were used, when our boy blood
medpletely cured." Best of all
the finest piece of track owned by wan a shipment from Searchlight
to
the Santa Fe in this part of the state. San Francisco.
icines and body building health tonics.
50c
Every grade will be reduced to the
Guaranteed at all druggists.
o- minimum and It will he laid with
April production for the Santa THE COLORADO NATIONAL CO.
steel the entire distance. The FeThe
company's oil fields at Olinda and
Santa Fe handles 80 per cent of lis !iakerstie!d.
LIFE ASSl ltANCE SOCIETY.
through freight between San Ber- total being Cal., was the rectrd. the
"An old line" Insurance company,
13.63!
barrels,
according
Angeles
capital, solid, conservathis
line
ample
via
Los
with
nardino and
to the report just given out from the tive, progressive. Writes liberal conand when the work of rebuilding is otllce
of
T.
manager
Ferris,
F.
of oil tracts of insurance and investment.
completed practically all the through
The Olinda field pro- Prewitt & Prewitt, Managers, Comfreight will go that way, and It Is also properties.
probable that one or more of the duced "lilt barrels of this amount, mercial Club building.
overland passenger trains will go by and the balance, 52,625 barrels came
Subscribe for The FrreaTng Citizen
that route. The Pasadena line has from the Bakersfleld district.
a number of very heavy grades which
make it undesirable for freight pur- poRe.
The change to be made at Horse
fhoe bend will eliminate a large por
lion of the bad curves down through
the Santa Ana canyon which have
always been a great source of danger
ar.d the scene of a number of bad
wrecks, both freight and passenger. H
'unslderable land has been purchased
1f r utraighteiilng the line and a large
.'.mount of heavy grading is Involved
in the task.
company, which
Th? Sharp-Houenured the cunlract, has been do-i- g
the work between 'niton and
Highgrove and as soon as Its portion
Lt that Job is completed lis outfit will
BELEN IS Jl MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE.
be nmved to Horseshoe bend to take
N. M.. AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
up the new work.
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND
d
The line has been rebuilt and
from tir.mgt; north to near
WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITY. GALVESTON
Yorba. the lmi-end of the Horse,
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGEe bend, and tho heavy iteel is be- LES. AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1.000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOT.". 25x140
FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
STREETS. WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE. WITH
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK A. I) GRAND
WWk Kidny. rarely point to weak kldne?
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE, COST.
Nanus. The Kidneyi. Hie the llleart, aud thj
ING 116,000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
Stomach, find their weakliest. Dot lu tba orfan
ltarlf. but In the oervea tiiat control and ruiii
POPULATION OF 1.600 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
and s'.renrthen thein. Dr. bhoop'i Kettorailve il
MERCANTILE
a medicine ipeanutHr prvnarrj to reach thett
ESTABLISHMENTS;
BELEN
THE
oonuoUuif oervet. To doctor Uia KidneM aluue,
PATENT ROLLER MILL, CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
U timlu. It U a wu oi Uiaa, and oi niouci u
well.
DAILY; LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESII your buck aches or It weak, II the nrinc
TAURANTS. ETC. BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPor it dark and rtron. if jou bTA tym ptomi
Kld,
oi bnghu or other dlrtreuinf or d&ngeroiu
PING POINT FOR WOOL. FLOUR. WHEAT. WINE,
diaae. try Dr. Bhoop'i ktoraUv a mouth
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS
Inblru or Liquid and tee what il can awl wui
Ck lor joo. DrusfiM reuimmeiid and m'
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
ESTIMATED.
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Change Will Be Made January

k.ii-i"-- y

Stoop's

Washington, D. (".. May 7. Apparently
is the rumor that
Wlillam Loeb. Jr.. secretary to the
president, will resign that position on
January 1. and accept the presidency
of a street railway company In Washington. Mr. Loeb gives people who
ask him about this report the Impression that it Is true.
The secretary
to the president has received several
Mattering business offers during the
just two years, but the latest one
looks more attractive to him than
any that has gone before. The Indications are that Mr. Loeb will quit
public life early In the new year and
enter upon a business career.
"Billy" Loeb was a stenographer
In the governor's office at Albany. N.
Y.. up to the time he came to Washington In lSOl as secretary to Vice
President Roosevelt. The man who
acted as Governor Roosevelt's secretary refused to accept the salary of
$2,200 a year provided for the vice
president's secretary.
Loeb took it
and was glad of the chance. The
place was the making of him. When
Mr. Roosevelt became president Loeb
was named as assistant to Secretary
Cortelyou. Then Cortelyou was made
a member of the cabinet, and Loeb
succeeded to the vacancy In the post
of secretary. He has made an excellent record in that important office.
During the early days of his Incumbency he was unpopular.
But people
know Loeb better now, and he Is
pretty well liked In Washington.
Loeb Is an exceedingly busy man
every day In the week. His chief sets
him a hot pace, but Loeb keeps up
with It. The president himself Is a
glutton for work.
The white house executive force,
under the direction of Secretary Loeb,
Is a remarkably well drilled organization. The correspondence handled
In the president's office is very heavy.
Every letter Is answered with the exception of those which come from
cranks.
Probably nobody In this country
certainly not In Washington reads
and replies to so many letters everyday as Secretary Loeb. Rarely is the
number less than four hundred, and
to exceed one
It has been known
thousand.
The great bulk of this
mall is meant for the president, but,
of course, the secretary directs his
attention to only a small portion of
It.
The number of letters addressed
to Mr. Loeb Is constantly Increasing.
This Is due to the fact that he signs
his name to nearly all the letters
written on white house stationery.
Every communication
that reaches
him Is promptly answered; although
only the barest possible number of
words Is employed in answering Just
enough to be polite and show the
writer that the letter has received atSecretary Loeb's personal
tention.
mall is heavier than that of any other
of his predecessors In the hard office
he fills.

Free samples of "Preventlcs" and a

booklet on Colds will he gladly mailed you on request, by Dr. Shoop, Racine, Is., simply to prove merit. Preventlcs are little Candy Cold Cure
Tablets. No quinine, no Laxative,
nothing harmful whatever. Preventlcs
prevent colds as the name implies
when taken early, or at the "Sneeze
Stage." For a seated cold or La Grippe, break It up safely and quickly
with Preventlcs. Sold by all dealers.

AUTOPSY WEAKENS
KIDNAPING

Bostorafiue
"ALL DRUGGISTS"

THEORY

DEVELOPMENTS INDICATE THAI
THERE NEVER WAS ANY CRIME
INVOLVED IX DEATH OF LITTLE HORACE MARVIN.
Dover, Deln.. May 7. To all practical purposes it has been settled that
there never was any crime involved
In the death of
Horace
Marvin. Jr., for two months thought
kidnaped, and whose body was discovered in a marsh a few days ago.
In order to permit the burial of the
child's body, a partial Inquest and
partial autopsy were held and the
simple funeral occurred Sunday afternoon, the Interment being in thJl
lawn near the house. The body late:-wilbe sent to Sioux city, Iowa, to be
burled beside the child's mother.
Dr. J. H. Wilson, who performed
the autopsy, said that the boy had
not been drowned, but had died probably from exposure and starvation.
No marks of violence were found on
the body; there was no wound of any
sort and no bones were broken. Pos- -

Clileago
I N ION M ADE CLOTHING.
An opportunity to get such exceptional values seldom
comes during the season.
Come and see what we offer try on these garments.
12.00 to 2.V00.
We've a complete line of
furnishings.
The "little things" that all good dressers want "Just
right."
Tou'll find them here "Just right" priced "Just

IS

te

right."

M.

MAN
DELL
Furnishing
Fine
Clothing &

slbly the child had lived for forty-eighours after he disappeared.
Dr. Wilson removed the stomach
and put it In charge of Dr. A. Robyn,
city bacteriologist of Wilmington, who
will make an analysis to discover If
there is any trace of poison. Despite
the developments. Dr. Marvin. the
father of the child, clings to the
theory that his child was kidnaped,
held for some weeks In seclusion anl
then murdered.
Piles get quick ana certain relief
from Dr. Snoop's Magic Ointment.
Please note it Is made alone for Piles,
and Its action Is positive and certain.
Itching, painful, protruding or blind
piles disappear like magic by its use.
Large nickel-cappe- d
glass Jars 50c.
Sold by all dealers.
ht

Clianilcrla Ill's Colic. Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy.
There Is probably no medicine
made that Is relied upon with more
Implicit confidence than Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy. During the third of a century in which It has been In use, people have learned that It Is the one
remedy that never falls. When reduced with water and sweetened it Is
pleasant to take. For sale by all
druggists.

$200 REWARD.

Ia offered for the capture of Aw
tlmo Pettlne, the murderer of Benedetto Berardlnelll. Crime was osa
mltted In Albuquerque Monday, Fk

ruary

C. A. and C. GRANDH

I ft ILL the COUCH
and CURE th LUNCO
--

Dr. Kins's
Nov; Discovery
WITH

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND
TRANSFER 8TABLES.
Stove Repairing.
any
I can fit
stove made, gasolene Horses and Mules Bought and ExD. Stokes
stoves a specialty.
and
changed.
company. 411 West Railroad avenue.
BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CITT
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.
o

No

breaking in
needed

4.
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Surest and Outckeat Cor for all
THROAT and LUNO TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.
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DEVOES READY PAINT
Ona Gallon Covers 600 Square Feet.
PALMETTO ROOF PAINT
Stops Leaks, Last Five Tears.
JAP-A-LA-

600100
Frto Trial.
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DON J. RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL E9TAT
LOANS.

Mr"7'
with

bends

the foot1

Automatic Phone 411.
Room 10, N. T. ArmUo Bulldlna

Wry

The flexible sole Red Cross
Shoe is c o m fo rtable from

Am

Announcement

Having acquired an Interest In the . Secretary Mutual Building Amoetm
Plumbing
Standard
and Heating tlon. Office at 217 West Rallraaii'
company, Mr. John Strumqulst will In arenae.
future have charge of the mechanical
department and attend to the Installation of all plumbing and heating
work entrusted to thla company.
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High Shoes,
$4.00
Let us fit you.
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Oxfords,

Dealer In Groceries, Provlalona, H&
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wlnei Lla. norland Cigars. Place your orders foar
thls line with us.
NORTH TH.IU 8T.

I
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Go

absolutely
comfortable

Fmuml Celt blmtlur,

rmm

INMUmANCK

the start.
The burning and aching
caused by stiff soles and the
evils of thin soles are prevented by the Red Cross. It
enables a woman to be on her
feet for hours at a time with Standard Plumbing & Heating
comfort.
A stylish
shoe

E. WALKER,

Kinds of Freeh and Salt Masts
Suam Saoaaire Factory.
EMIL KIJENWOKT
Masonic Building, North Third BU
AU

7.

r

A. SLEYSTEt?

INSURANCE. REAL ESTATAV
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Rooms 12 and
Albuquerque.

eromwell Btocfc
Telephone No. IK.

14

Olre ua your ROUGH DRY woi
Monday, and get It back Wednesda
Imperial Laundry Co.
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Kohn Brothers

--

TO BELEN, H, M.

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
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1908 Five Years In Washington Enough for Him.

0

Weak Kidney.

lL.ve you purchased your summer fuit?
If not, be fair with youre:f this time and read carfr
fully what we have to say.
It's money saved If you do.
You will need a summer suit here's ycur chance.
A complete line of garments that for ftyle,
nobby
tatterns, fit, workmanship and wearing qualities are
by
ui. excelled; manufactured

daily.

Cir. Coal md Second

CITY

Mr. Clothes Buyer!

From White House
Job to Become Street Railway President.

Will Resign

Habit Commenced by Husband
Is Contracted by Wife and
THEKISEOF ASTENOGKAPHER
Little Ones.

W.V.FrutrelleFurnitureCo

Dr.

PUBLIC

INSPECTION
'

Will prove to the most
skeptical that our line
of Rugs, Carpets and
Linoleums i9 beyond
comparison both in
quality and price.

JOSEPH

PAGK ftKVKJt.

CHILD SECRETARY LOEB TO

AND

A CLOSE
' J--

evening citizen.

r.itrgu'EKgcK

MAY 7, 1M7.

Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and
provement Co.

o

MH

BK

BECKER,

Pres.

WM. M. BERGER,

Im-

KK00K04
CCrO00aa
A

Railway Center

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST
AM) WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD,
NEWSPAPER.
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRAN
TY
DEEDS.
MONEY
PURCHASE
S
CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE.
WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONB YEAR,
WITH
PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
ONE-THIR-

D

TWO-THIRD-

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.
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rAGB EIGHT.

TORNADO

LOCAL AND

JI1IZEJI.

EVENING

Tl i:snAY.

Periectlv

PLAYS HAVOC

PERSONAL
v

I

r.Anii'H nmi;cA$T.

Denver.

Colo..

May

7.

cloudy tonight and Wednesday.

Our Child ens
Slippers and Shoes

Nos

Junta.
No.
No.

.SI.OO

Il,

.

.

.

to $I..V

1.23 to
1.10 to

l.8."

2 10

SHOES
ll'i

ceo.

to 8
to It
to 2

8."

to

1.00 to
1.25

to

I..V)

l.8.

2.2.".

T. Y. MAYNARD

W. HICKOX

4

On time.
Two Rection.

on

of

The Towns of Ridgeway and
Birthright Are Reported
Demolished.

Ii

tinr

of Boston.

I

CO.

THE ARCH FRONT

SOUTH SECOND ST.

Large Measure
Heavy Weight
Groceri' , Meats, Poultry, Best
Lucca Olive Oil
The Champion
622-62-

THE WAGNER

Plumbers

321-32-

MATTEUCCI BROS.
V. Tijeras Ave.
PboiM

HARDWARE
W-R.-

3

4

Go.

Ave.

lug.

tl

GO.

Tinners

Alaska Refrigerators
Savin
Ice Pads

..Our
Line of

White

Refrig-

erators
is

Ice

Cream
Freezers

the

most

'complete
in the city

Water J

Water

Coolers

Filters

Just Arrived
A new supply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest

mm

THE

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD

Diamond. Watches, Jewelry, Cut (.lass. Clocks, Silverware,
your trade aud guarantee A SQUAKb DKAL.

AVE'
We luvlte

'

The Bernalillo board of county
of
commissioners will sit as a boardJuly
equalization on the first day of
for the hearing of complaints from
people who believe their property has
been assessed too high.
John D. Torllna was arraigned In
police court yesterday charged with
viclatlng the city scavenger ordinance. After stating to the court
just what the nuisance was and that
he had planned to have It removed,
the case was dismissed.
Dr. C. M. Stannll, of Ceiitervllle,
Tenn.. who has been a resident of
this city for the past ten months,
a visit to
started this morning forway
he will
his old home. On his
stop lu .auta Fe for a period of two
weeks.
He expects to return here In
about two months If nothing prevents.
Moran. the celebrated
Thomas
landscape painter of New York, passed through Albuquerque on train No.
3, yesterday.
Mr. Moran was accompanied by his daughter and was
bound for the Grand Canyon of tha
Colorado. A painting of the Grand
Canyon by Thomas Moran hangs In
the congressional library at Wash-- I
ington.
Mr. and Mrs. I.. B. Bean, of B03-ton. are visiting with Mr. and Mrs.
W. H. Heed, at the "Graystone." The
arrival of Mr. and Mrs. Bean was a
surprise to Mr. Keed, who had not
seen his old friends for ten years. Mr.
Bean is trainmaster for the Boston &
Maine railroad. They will leave
I

Spring Lamb

married tomorrow.
C. A. Butner. a local photographer
and at one time considered one of the
best marknmen in the national guard
of Pennsylvania, will Instruct com
pany G, New Mexico national guard
in the different methods of rille prac
Captain
tice at the armory tonight.
B .Kuppe, of company G, said this
morning that the men were taking
considerable interest in the rille

A pair of our laces will Improve the
looks of your shoes wonderfully. We
have them In all colors in linen,
mercerized. Bilk and ribbon from 2H
to 25 cents a pair. C. May's shoe
store. 314 West Railroad avenue.

Copyright 1907 by

Hrt

Schsffner

y Marx

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

NORTH FIRST STREET

Railroad and Ccpptr Ave., Tel. 74

DR. AND MRS. SHERIDAN

WATER
COOLERS

very delightful
musical was
given last night in the occidental
building by Prof. Di Mauro, Mrs,
Ziegler and a party of musicians. The
musical was gotten up by Dr. W.
Sheridan and wife for the benefit of
their many friends here In Albu
querque.
The program seiectea ny
Prof. DIMauro was both classical and
opular and each selection was well
Between the selections
eceived.
cards were distributed and each perwas
son enjoyed a game. Dancing
also Indulged In and a jolly time was
had by everyone. After the concert
refreshments were served.
A

HIGH GRADE
ENAMELWARE

LAWN

MOWERS

TREE PRUNERS

McCormick Harvesters and Mowet s
None Better

B. PACIFICQ ASKS POLICE

, 10

WIFE

HIS

FIND

Mrs. B. Paciticlo. wife of B. Paci- lico. an employe at the Santa Fe machine shops, is missing. The last
heard of Mrs. Pacitico was Saturday

morning, when she was seen to leave
the home at New York avenue and
Since then nothing
Twelfth street.
has been heard of the woman and
her husband Is of the opinion that
harm has befallen her. He notified
Officer Salazar of the disappearance
of his wife last night and Salazar informed Chief McMillln.
The local police have been Instructed to keep a lookout for the missing
enterwoman, but Chief McMillln
tains no hopes of finding her. Pacitico is an Italian, while his wife Is a
native. They have been married
nearly nine years and according to
Pacitico they have had no trouble,
which would cause her to desert hint.
Viircricemed Diamond

Brooch.
retails

;M1

IM.ACK

Tit

HOARD.

Come

3
South Third
anil trv It.
street. I'd stairs. MRS. HAWI.IVS,
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
by
steady
WANTED Situation.
young man: good penman, typewriter collector. Moderate salary,
o
WANTED Good men, with clean
records, as agents for the Colorado
National Life Assurance Company.
Liberal contracts and good territory in New Mexico and Arizona
open.
Prewltt & Prewitt. Managers, Commercial Club building.
WANTED Position as job compositor In good office. First class man.
Don't drink and can give best of
references. Man of family. Would
prefer to work under contract.
Write L. W. Gray, Morgan City,
La. State salary when writing.
H21-S2-

M

II.l.lNlCK'V

New Line Just Received

I

suit it is not necessary
for you to go to a
tailor shop, they are
here in the H. S. & M.
make and we can save
you $20.00 or more on
a suit.

Refrigerators, Garden Hose, Gatdcn Tools

ing.

',

MISS

C

P. CRANE

SI 2 North Second Street
Specialty of

STYLISH DRESSMAKING

Something new in town.
A moderate price for a fit.
Stein-Bloc- h
Smart Clothes.
The proof. Try on. A pleasure.

If you are in need of
a Full Dress or Tuxedo

very prettv wedding will take
evening at
i:3'
tomorrow
o'clock at the home of Mrs. B. S.
Uodey, at $ri Kent avenue,
when
Miss Helen Winifred Bodey will be
Raymond
Mr.
united lu marriage to
HERMAN ZWEIGART
Stanun. The wedding ceremony will
be performer by Ht. Rev. Bishop J
Mills Kendrlck. of the New Mexico
PROPRIETOR
and Arizona diocese of the Episcopal
church.
Phone 185
Arno&Coa!
will be Misses
The bridesmaids
Grace O'Rlelly. of Kansas City, Mo.;
May fXOOOOOC)OOOOOC)OC)OOOOOCXCx2a
Gladys Chllders. Lillian Spitz.
Hazeldlne. Mildred Fox, Susie Dob- son.
The groom's attendants will
be Messrs. J. Ralph Tascher, KlrK
Bryan. Will S. White. E. J. Alger
v nite.
Sain B. Plckard and Charles
The best man will be Roy Allen
groom.
Stamm, a brother of the
After the wedding, which will be
a private one. only intimate relatives
ami friends being invited, a reception
will be held, at which Mrs. B. S
115-11- 7
Rodey will act as hostess. She will
Mrs.
Charles
have as assistants.
Between
White and Misses Lucy Hazeldine
Elizabeth Willey and Mary Spauld

A

We Say to You

Native and
Kansas City
Meat

NIGH T

beautiful diamond brooch
Two marriage licenses were issued
$3 25 left on our hands unredeemtoday by Probate Clerk A. K. Wal at
ed,
on
sale In our show window only
ker.
The couples applying for li JiJ'iO. R isenfteld,
the pawnbroker,
censes were: John Milne, aged 1!6, to lis West Railroad avenue.
Miss Jeanette Law rence, aged 24, both
o
of Albuquerque. The couple are to
EtitiS I'OK HATCHING.
Francis
be married this afternoon.
Eggs ll.RO ped setting. Rose comb,
Plainvlew,
aged
Tex
27.
Quinn,
of
P.
Brown Leghorns and Barred Rocks.
ol Pure bloods. 24 laying hens. Address
to Miss Emma Blueher. aged -Albuquerque.
This couple is to b J. E. Pauley. Eataneta, N'. M.

Spring I'litit'izvcar $t.oo to $6.00 a Suit

Ready here for you,
all wool, correct in
style and fit.

A

1

Grocery

that kind of a verdict
"Perfectly Dressed."

8

Place

Joseph need, recently of Bowllm;
Green. Mo., has accepted a position
as mixer at the Central drug store
Mr. Heed Is an expert soda fountain
man.
Miss Maud Harding, sister of Blch
nrd Otis Harding, of tills city, from
'n slil niton. D. C. has arrived in
Santa Fe and Is visiting with Mrs. B
L. Baca, of that city.
The party and dance given by the
Snnnish-America- n
Juvenile club at
Ked Men s hall last night was attend
ed bv about sixty couples, and a most
enjoyable time was had by all.
Nye Martin, a clerk In the store o
E. L. Washburn & Co.. left for hi
home at Emnoria. Kan., today, in re
spouse to a telegram notifying him of
the probable fatal illness of his aged
father.
The regular meeting of the Indiana
finh win he held this evening at the
ftul,lanrB nf Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Fer
ir.r .nt 411 West Iloma avenue. to All
b
inriinnimw nre rordiallv invited
present.
t n rurnVn left last night on an
extended business trip to Arizona
ir rtarden will be absent from the
city ten days or longer and will visit
the Republic of Mexico wefore return

Send in Your Watches for Repairs

S

NUPTIALS
IMORROW

gels.

NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS

Marx Tuxedo or
full dres3 suits will get
&

Mount Pleasant, Texas. May 7.
Heavy damage to property and gie
s of life was wrought bv a tornado
which swept north Texas late yestei
lay.
The towns oi ftldgeway and Birth
right, forty ;nlle. west of here, ate
rtpo'-'eJ met (ally
destroyed.
All wire eoirmunlcatlon
is su
pended and details are lacking Nin
people are reported
having been
killed In the vicinity of the two vil
wer
tges mentioned, and several
setiously Injured. Birthright, a town
t ;iJ0 people. Is reported
completely
destroyed. Much damage Is also re
ported at the Caney N'ebro settle
ment..

.

HICKOX-MAYNAR- D

Any man who wears
one of our Hart Schaff-ne- r

re !

STAMM-RODE- Y

7, 1907.

IDie

MARKET

Istered at the Alvarado.
Iir. John Grass, a well known physician of Trinidad, Colo., was in the
city yesterday.
Mrs. 11. B. Thomas, Miss Thomas
and Mrs. A. F. Grlmshnw, of Suita
Fe, are In Albuquerque today.
It. A. fhamberlln. claim agent of
the Santa Fe railway, with he
at Topeka, Is in the city,
A. McKav. a traveling man from
f.
St. Louis, handling dry goods, is in
the city today, visiting the trade.
B. J. McGuIre, manager of the hotel at Helen, N. M accompanied by
Mrs. Mcfruire, Is In the city today.
Walter Wlenmann left yesterdav
afternoon for Los Angeles on the California, limited.
known
ft. A. Kaseman, the well
local business man. went to I,amy, N
M .. this morning on a little business
trip.
Maleomh B. Lincoln, the mining
engineer, left on the California I'm
Ited today for Arizona points, w nen
he Is called on expert work.
the
H .1
Roberts. representing
Midland Pottery Co.. of Zanesvllle,
hotel.
Cralge
Ohio, Is staying at the
Mr. Kobeits is here calling on til
trade.
A.
Seis. postmaster and a prom
inent merchant of lsleta, N. M.. was
in Albuoueniue to day to attend the
funeral of his nelce. Miss I'rsula

SLIPPERS
to H
8'.j to II
lu 2.

8

W. F. Jennings,

Are made for near as well as for beauty. They fit snug around the
nnkle and over the Instep ami keep the heel from sliding up and
down and wearing out the stockings. At the same time they give
plenty of toe room and allow the foot to grow in nature's shape.
Only such leathers as will stand hard wear are used In their manufacture.
Black Kid. Tan Kid. Patent Kid. Canvas and Yelour fa If.

5

TltAlX AlUtlVALS.
3, !
1.
Not out

IV

MEAT

TEXAS

Partly

M

w noiesaie uisinouiors

6

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

Harvesting Machinery

o
O

Not Made by the Trust

Lightest Running, Strongest, Wear Longer," Cost
- - - Less for Repairs - - ,
FULLY WARRANTED- -

o

Write Foc Prices

"W,'.,J.V.THS!7lfXi'iASr"

Albuquerque. Neu. Mexico

Home Insurance the Best
refrain from agnin saying something about Home In
surance,
Every time that the proposition presents itself of the
tremendous amount of money that Is being sent out of New
u.Tti-- n and Arizona, for life insurance to eastern cltlee, the con
viction comee home with Increased force that a home company ought to
be patronized and the money remain In the West.
The revelation" of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies haa been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money Into Eastern channela when It can be placed In home insurance,
and every dollar of It kept and invested at home.
It If gratifying to note that home Insurance Is year by year receiving
more and more Ite Just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies in the amount of busiIt can If
Why cannot this same record be made here?
ness written.
carefully
year
will
coming
the
policy
a
out
every individual who takes
weigh the proposition of the value it is to keep his insurance at home
he puts his name to the application of any tnsuiauce company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
Is owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and women to sell its policies.

vr

CANNOT

be-fo- re

y
-

GOLD)

FULL DRESS SUITS FOR SALE OR FOR RENT

PH SAVE.

Address Home Office,

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY
119 West Cold

122 South Second

TICKETS

R.R.

AND

BOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHANGED

Asioelstloa

0111c

TraaiMctloat

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALBUQUERQUE, N.

Cl3TMDl$Q

ROSENFIEID'S,

M8W,R,R.Av8
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